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Sheriff apologizes
to fiscal court
aboutfund request
"I want to stress to the people of
Calloway County we're not spending their tax money unwisely or
wildly," Sheriff David Balentine
said Friday.
Balentine returned from
Menominee, Wisc., Wednesday
night to find his office involved in
a squabble with the Calloway
County Fiscal Court, as reported
in a story published Wednesday by
the Murray Ledger & Times.
The sheriff said he was
somewhat surprised and a bit
disturbed.
During Tuesday's meeting of
the county court, the ire and
voices of the court members were
raised when Deputy Larry Nixon
requested the court pay $3,000
worth of past-due bills for the
sheriff's department.
The court refused to pay the
bills, saying the sheriff had promised not to request more money
upon the approval of his $27,740
budget for fiscal year 1982-83.
Salentine said Friday he had
not expected the matter to come
up during the court session Tues-

FIRETRUCK TOUR — Charles May and Vonda Gibson's
kindergarten class at the Murray State University Early Childhood
Center had a special treat Thursday — a visit by two city firemen in a
department truck. The firemen — Jackie Hoke and Ricky Clark —
described their job and the truck's equipment to the children in the
class. (Above) Carrie Lee rests against her teacher, Lori Smotherman. Smotherman, and fellow teacher Pat Morgan in the
background, are two of five MSU graduate students in charge of the
class. (Above right) Fireman Hoke explains the need for asbestos
gloves in his profession to an interested Michael Mott. ( At right) A
classful of potential firemen sits on the sidewalk beside the truck,
listening attentively to the two visitors.
Staff photos by Duane Spurlock

Sunbird resumes
service; airport
remains closed

Fired state engineers to wait for decision
By BILL BERGSTROM
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — It
will be several weeks before two
fired engineers know the outcome
of their bid for reinstatement to
their state Department of
Transportation jobs.
The two say they were fired
because they and the Kentucky
Association of Transportation
Engineers criticized Transportation Secretary Frank Metts.
But Metts said Friday that their
handling of a ma Lexington investigation was the reason.
"Nobody saw me throw a
temper tantrum yet," Metts told a
federal judge.

"Yes, I get mad. But I've never
gone one step out of my way to get
anyone who challenged me," he
said. "I've never analyzed
abolishments (of jobs), transfers
or removals."
After nine days of testimony,
U.S. District Judge Bernard T.
Moynahan Jr. took under advisement the request by Cyrus
Layson,former assistant highway
engineer in Frankfort, and George
Franke, former district engineer
at Lexington, for a preliminary injunction reinstating them.
He gave attorneys until July 16
to file briefs, said he would hear
oral arguments after Aug.6, and
left in effect until Aug.13 a tern-

porary restraining order barring
Metts from firing or transferring
members of the engineers
association.
Layson, Franke and the association have filed a $4.7 million
damage suit. They seek reinstatement while it is pending.
Layson and Franke said they
considered the investigation of
falsified concrete reports on a
Lexington project concluded in
the fall of 1980.
The project's resident engineer
resigned and tests indicated that
the concrete met specifications.
Department superiors expressed satisfaction and did not request
a written report, and Federal

Highway Administration officials
said in writing that they were
satisfied, the engineers said.
It may have satisfied them,
but it did not satisfy me," Metts
snapped.
He said he believed he was entitled to dismiss the engineers
whether or not a current Justice
Department investigation turns
up criminal violations.
"I had a personnel problem in a
management vein and that's all I
dealt with," he said. "I can't have
people working in a chain of command, from my door out, who
don't think there's anything wrong
with this without a better explanation than I've gotten to date."

Astronauts begin 'packing'for trip home
By HOWARD BENEDICT
AP Aerospace Writer
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. AP )
-- Astronauts Ken Mattingly and
Henry Hartsfield began packing
up a week's worth of "mess" today as they prepared to bring the
space shuttle home to Earth and a
presidential reception.
Oct their last full day in space,
they also were checking some of
the craft's-safety, engine and control systems, to make sure they
are ready for the descent from orbit Sunday morning.Recordings of their college
fraternity songs provided the
wakeup music today, but the
astronauts did not recognize
them. They were in good humor
and enjoyed some light-hearted
exchanges with capsule communicator Brewster Shaw.

The recordings were provided
by the Delta Tau Delta and Delta
Chi fraternities at Auburn University, from which both astronauts
graduated.
"Those recordings come from a
long way back; we hope you
recognize them," said Shaw.
"I'm trying to find an answer to
that," Mattingly replied.
Shaw said several pages of
flight plan messages had been
radioed overnight to the
spacecraft's teleprinter.
"Oh, didn't we tell you' the
teleprinter broke last night?" asked Mattingly.
"Well, enjoy your day then,"
Shaw retorted.
kidding; we got 'em,"
"No,
Columbia's commander confessed.
Hartsfield, noting that the

messages filled about 10 feet of
paper, joked that the flight might
have to be "terminated early
because we ran out of teleprinter
paper."
On Friday, a second heater failed in the power generation
system, but officials said there
was no cause for alarm because
there are surplus methods of making the system work.
Before retiring for the night,
Mattingly put in a plea with Mission Control for some extra time
today for homecoming.
He asked officials to keep the
flight plan bare bones and
"minimize anything that doesn't
have to be done so we can try to
get our spacecraft tidied up and
start heavily thinking about what
we are going to do on entry day
AU loose articles aboard the

T

spacecraft have to be locked away
or tied down for the plunge from
orbit and return to Earth's gravity.
Columbia is to land at Edwards
Air Force Base to an Independence Day welcome from
President Reagan. Reagan will
deliver a space policy speech, but
its content is likely to disappoint
officials of the Air Force and the
National Aeronautics and Space
Administration.
A White House official, who asked not to be identified, mild
Reagan would stop short of endorsing a permanent space station
or ...a fifth space shuttle. The official said Reagan will not decide
whether to go forward with those
expensive items until he begins
developing his budget for fiscal
1984 in November.

COPY

Sunbird Airlines has resumed
normal commercial air activities
at the Murray-Calloway County
Airport after a temporary suspension of service because of airport
construction.
Sunbird, along with Farmers
Air Service, received special
waviers from the Federal Aviation Administration to resume service since the airport has not been
reopened to traffic.
A three-inch overlay was added
the 5,000 foot runway, taxiways
and aprons recently which closed
the facility.
Sunbird will continue its normal
flight schedule with departure
flights to Nashville at 6:40 a.m.
12:45 p.m. and 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday. One flight is
scheduled each for Saturday and
Sunday.
Airport Manager Johnny
Parker said it has not been determined when the airport will
reopen

Newspaper won't
publish Monday
The Murray Ledger & Times
will not publish on Monday in
observance of the July 4 holiday weekend.
Some of Monday's features
are included in today's edition
while others will be in Tuesday's paper_
Also, the office of circuit and
district courts will be closed
Monday. July 5. for the holiday,
ciraccording te
cuit clerk.
. The local office of Farmers
Home Administration will be
closed Monday, Carter D.
Russell, county supervisor,
said.
The offices will reopen July 6.

AVAILARI

day — or at all, for that matter.
"Larry felt he was doing the
right thing, but he was unaware of
an agreement between me and the
county treasurer," Balentine said.
Salentine and treasurer Sue
Outland had agreed to pay those
bills from the new fiscal year
budget, which went into effect
Thursday.
The sheriff added the bills were
not all past-due, that some were
for items not yet received. "We
still don't have some of that merchandise we've ordered — they
just sent the bills early.
"I just want to apologize to the
court for the misunderstanding,"
he added. "There was no harm
meant."
Balentine said he appreciated
the help he has received from
fiscal court since he took office.
"I'm thankful for the budget they
approved — it was a good increase, with 7 percent more for
deputies' salaries and a 5 percent
increase for expenses."
The court alloted $2,000 to the
sheriff when he took office, Jan. 4.
to operate with until July 1. "It's
impossible to get your basic needs
and supply your office when
you're just starting and have new
people without some expense. I'm
sure all 120 counties go through
the same thing at the beginning of
a new administration, and I think
we held ours down more than a lot
probably do."
Balentine said he had talked to
Judge-Executive George Weeks
since returning from Wisconsin,
and the matter has been "all
worked out."

mostly sunny
Today will be mostly sunny,
hot and humid with a 50 percent
chance of thunderstorms.
Highs will be in the lower 90s,
with southwest winds at 10 to 20
mph.
Tonight will be partly cloudy
and warm with a 30 percent
chance of thunderstorms. Lows
will be near 70, with light
southwest winds.
Sunday will be sunny, hot and
humid with a 20 percent chance
of thunderstorms.
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Money supply growth slows;
interest rate outlook uncertain

WELLNESS — Members of one of the Welhiess Program's exercise classes are Pat Hutson (front)
and (from left, back row) Bobbie Waters,Sandy Hutson, Mary Lou Paschall, Martha McDonald, Eileen
Marello and Linda Norswortby.
Staff photo by Jennie Gordon

Wellness
Hospital staff takes part in exercise program
Many women these days are enthusiastically
taking to jumping, spinning and dancing by the
hour to the beat of disco albums — all to toughen
their tendons and strengthen their heart
muscles.
The Murray-Calloway County Hospital for the
well being of its employees recently began such
an exercise program.
Initiated as a fringe benefit for employees, it
has been designed to make and keep healthly
those people who dedicated their lives to helping
make others healthly. More than 60 of the
hospital's women employees already are enrollThe dance classes are part of the hospital's
"Wellness Program." The project's purpose, according to Stuart Poston, the hospital administrator, is to provide health information and
educational programs relating to life styles and
attitude changes which effect personal health
behavior.
Through the project, the hospital has taken the
leadership role in helping ensure the good health
of the people of Murray and Calloway County.
Health improvement opportunities for the
hospital's employees are being offered or planned in such areas as nutrition and weight control,
stress management,smoking cessations, alcohol
abuse, blood pressure control and physical
fitness.
Directing the program is Kathy Newton, wife
of assistant Murray State University basketball
coach Steve Newton and for the past three years
physical education instructor at Carter Elementary School.
A native of New Orleans, Mrs. Newton has
been involved in physical fitness programs since
1972.
The mother of three boys — 12, 9 and 4 years of
age — she earned her bachelor's degree in
health, physical education and recreation at the
University of Southwest Louisiana, Lafayett,
and her master's degree at the University of
New Orleans.
The aerobics program currently underway,
Mrs. Newton explained, is one in which special
exercises are choreographed to easy, musical
routines.
The participants learn a "training range" of
pulse rates and how to maintain that range by

taking their own pulse between dances.
"Besides the obvious benefits to the cardiovascular system, hopping and dancing to fastpaced music also provides a fun way to lose inches and pounds," she said.
Beginning with the physical fitness phase of
the overall program, it is hoped that the project
will help the hospital employees reduce, and
even eliminate, six major health risks in their
lives improper nutrition, overweight, the inability to cope with stress, smoking, alcohol abuse
and inactivity.
Four classes in aerobic dancing already have
been formed and are being conducted on a
regular, twice-a-week schedule.
Scheduled after shift changes and held each
Tuesday and Thursday, three of the hour-long
classes are being conducted in the hospital at
7:30 a.m. and at 7 and 11:30 p.m.
The fourth class, with 28 participants and
scheduled to accommodate those who are unable
to make any of the other three, is being held at
3:30 p.m. each Tuesday and Thursday in the
community room of the Bank of Murray's
branch on 641 North.
Using videotaped instructions by Mrs. Newton,
the classes are led by Vickie Carter, Janis Byrd,
Patti Chappel, Pam Williams, Lauri Armbruster, Beth Kipg, Pat Huston and Terri
Nichols, all employees of the hospital and
volunteer leaders.
Mrs. Newton also has orgzepl,a similar program for Fisher Price employees. It will start in
mid-July with classes meeting twice a week at
yet-to-be-announced times. To date, 127 have
been enrolled.
Also expected to begin in July at the hospital is
a physical fitness program designed for the male
employees.
Any business or industry in the Murray area
wishing to establish such a program for the
physical fitness of its employees is invited to
discuss their needs with Mrs. Newton at the
hospital. Her telephone number is 753-5131, ext.
144.
"The primary objective, or ultimate goal, of
our program," Mrs. Newton said, "is to conduct
wellness assessments and to develop wellness
profiles on individuals, as well as making
available the programs through which they can
reach and maintain optimum health."

Employers to receive tax books
FRANKFORT — Revenue
Secretary Ron Geary said that
new Kentucky Income Tax
Withholding booklets containing
new withholding tables will be
mailed to Kentucky employers
this week.
Some of the booklets may not be
delivered by the US Postal Service, however, until the middle of
next week,Geary said.
Because of the 10 percent
federal tax cut that is effective July 1, Kentucky withholding
amounts will change. The tables
in the booklet will tell employers

not using the Cabinet's computer
formula how much to withhold
from their employees' paychecks
after July 1, Geary said.
Geary apologized for the
Lateness Of delivery but said that it
was unavoidable due to lateness in
receiving information from
federal tax officials.
Employers who do not receive
the new booklets with revised
withholding tables should contact
the Revenue Cabinet, Department
of Professional and Support Services, Frankfort, Ky., 40620, the
secretary said.

Employers who use the computer formula for computing
withholding amounts will not be
affected by the revised tables.
Under that formula, the state
withholding amount changes
automatically with changes in the
federal withholding amount.
Employers who must issue
checks to their employees prior to
receiving the new tables may use
the old tables for calculating the
amount of state tax to be withheld
and paid to the Revenue Cabinet,
Secretary Geary said.

By STEVEN P. ROSENFELD
AP Business Writer
The nation's money supply has
dropped sharply for the second
straight week, but economists
can't agree whether that means
lower interest rates in the future.
Meanwhile, the Labor Department reported Friday that the nation's unemployment rate remained unchanged in June at 9.5 percent, still the highest level since
the end of World War II.
The Federal Reserve Board
said Friday that M1 — a measure
of cash in circulation and
checking-type deposits in financial institutions — plunged $2.2
billion in the week ended June 23,
declining sharply for the second
straight week.
That would normally relieve
fears in financial markets that the
Federal Reserve would curb the
growth of the money supply —
something that would lead to
higher interest rates.
But because the 10 percent tax
cut and 7.4 percent increase in
Social Security payments — which
both took effect this week — are
pumping nearly $1 billion a week
into the economy, analysts expect
money supply growth within
weeks and continued high interest
rates.
Heavy Treasury borrowing to
finance anticipated record federal
deficits is also maintaining
pressure on high interest rates.
With Friday's report, MI finally
returned to within Fed growth
targets after remaining above
those goals for most of the year.
"This is good news," said
Thomas Thomson, chief
economist of Crocker National
Bank in San Francisco. "It indicates the money markets next
week will breathe a sigh of relief
and short rates will come down
some."
But Robert J. Genetski, chief
economist of Harris Trust & Savings Bank in Chicago, said he still
sees Federal Reserve monetary
policy as "erratic" and not conducive to lower rates.
The Fed's policy-making arm
met this week to map monetary
policy for the second half of this
year and to set preliminary goals
for 1983. The decisions will not be

WKRECC to
hold meeting
The annual members' meeting
of the West Kentucky Rural Electric Cooperative Corporation,
which supplies TVA power to
residents of Graves, Calloway,
Marshall, Carlisle, Hickman and
Livingston Counties will be Saturday, July 10, at the North Elementary School in Calloway County,
beginning at 3 p.m.
Current cooperative directors
Robert Colley, Jeffrey Howard,
and Linda Sullivan, all of Graves
County, have been nominated for
re-election by a nominating committee.
In addition, Eugene Chaney,
Calloway County, and Sammy
Myatt, Graves County, have also
been nominated, by petition, for
co-op directors.
Three of the five nominees will
be elected for three-year terms
during the annual meeting.
John Edd Walker, general
manager of the West Kentucky
RECC, has announced that each
member will receive an official
notice of the members' meeting
along with a proxy. He also said
that a map showing how to get to
the North Elementary School in
Calloway County, will be published in area newspapers.
Officers of the cooperative include Jeffrey Howard, president;
Joe S. Ray, vice president; and
Ralph Edrington, secretarytreasurer. Howard and Ray are
from Graves County while Edrington is from Carlisle County.

disclosed until later this month,
when Fed Chairman Paul Volcker
testifies before Congress.
Interest rates fell slightly on the
nation's bond markets following
the Fed's money supply report
Late Friday.
Although the June unemployment rate stabilized, other indicators in the Labor Department
report pointed to a weakening job
market last month.
The length of the average work

week declined and the number of
people dropping out of the labor
force rose. Although the number
of jobless people fell to 10.4 million
from 10.5 million in May, the
number of people holding jobs fell
by 353,000 to about 98 million.
"The labor market seems to be
somewhat weaker in June than it
was in May," Janet Norwood,
commissioner of labor statistics,
told the Joint Economic Committee of Congress.

Investigators unable
to confirm allegations
By JANET STAIHAR
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON AP( — The
FBI says it has been unable so far
to corroborate allegations that an
estimated three to six congressmen may have been involved
in a sex scandal with teen-age
pages.
All the evidence at this time indicates "it's not a widespread,
organized problem," FBI
spokesman Roger Young said Friday of allegations that members
of Congress may have been involved in illicit sexual activity
with male and female youths
hired to come to Washington for
months at a time to act as
messengers.
-There's obviously some kind of
problem with all the smoke out
there," he said. "But it's far more
smoke than problems. Specific
allegations involve a number
substantially less than six —
maybe half that."
Meanwhile, investigators with
the House ethics committee have
begun questioning those who
might know details about allegations made by some pages that
certain congressmen have participated in parties involving cocaine and sodomy with other
pages.
The House committee probe,announced by chairman Louis
Stokes, D-Ohio,is in the very early
stage, and no date has been set for
the panel's first meeting.
Rep. Leo Zeferetti, D-N.Y.,
chairman of the House Narcotics
Cotprrtitte, has offered the ethits

panel whatever help he can provide.
Congressional sources, who requested anonymity, said both
Democrats and Republicans are
subjects of the allegations. They
indicated — but would not flatly
confirm — that some reports mention a member who, although not
part of the House leadership, has
some authority within the
Democratic power structure.
Young would not discuss
specifics of the case. But he said
the allegations at this point were
"uncorroborated."
"You've got to take specific
allegations seriously," he said,
"but we're not at a point of seeking indictments or making arrests."
None of the sources
kriowledgeable about the case was
willing to mention names or flatly
confirm that any specific member
was being mentioned.
They also were unwilling to say
that all of the allegations deal with
homosexual activity involving
male pages. The Justice Department reportedly has broadened its
probe to include allegations that
congressmen solicited sex from
female pages.
At least one former page is
known to have made allegations to
Justice investigators, but it is not
yet known how many other present or former pages have gone to
officials with similar charges. Nor
has anyone said how many present or former, pages the JuStiee
Department has summoned for
questioning.

Israeli planes deliver
warning to civilians
By The Associated Press
Israeli warplanes screamed
over Yasser Arafat's west Beirut
bunkers early today in another
mock attack, and Israeli tanks
with loudspeakers blared warnings to civilians to flee because
"only a few hours are left."
Lebanon's prime minister also
denied an agreement had been
reached to evacuate the 8,000 cornered Palestine Liberation
Organization guerrillas, heightening speculation that Israel will
carry out its threat to attack the
PLO's final retreat in the
Lebanese capital.
Israel kept up the pressure on
Arafat's fighters, sending in jets
to drop flares and shatter the
sound barrier in the third postmidnight mock raid on the besieged Moslem sector of the Lebanese
capital in as many days. Guerrilla
anti-aircraft batteries fired at the
jets but none was reported hit.
At the same time, from tank
positions on the southern outskirts
of the city, Israelis used
loudspeakers to warn residents in
Arabic to get out, saying: "ohly a
few hours are left."
Later, acting Prime Minister
Shafik Wazzan denied a state

radio report that he and Arafat
had agreed Friday on a plan to
disarm the guerrillas, fly 7,500 to
an undisclosed Arab country and
split the rest into two battalions
that would stay in Lebanon until
Israeli and Syrian forces leave.
The reported plan also called for
Israel to pull its forces back from
west Beirut.
-We have not reached an agreement yet," Wazzan said in a statement."We are halfway toward an
agreement."
Israel has demanded a total
pullout of all PLO forces from
Lebanon. In Tel Aviv today
Foreign Minister Yitzhak Shamir
reiterated that position, saying
the guerrillas must go to an Arab
state "as far away as possible."
Interviewed by Israel radio,
Shamir also said no substantive
information had reached Israel in
the past day indicating a settlement was shaping up.
Israel invaded Lebanon June 6
to destroy the PLO's military
structure north of its border. For
three weeks Israeli forces have
ringed Arafat's bunkers in
Moslem-controlled west Beirut,
threatening to crush the guerrillag
unless they disarm and evacuate
peacefully.

Experts give tricks on what to look for during fireworks displays
To the uninformed spectator, one fireworks display may look
like any other. But this is definitely not the case. Some fireworks
are of better quality than others, and some operators are better
at firing them.
You don't have to be an expert, however, to figure out whether
you're seeing a good show or not. Just knowing what the experts
look for will help you judge the quality of a display almost as well
as they can. Here are some of the experts' tricks:
•Don't get too close. To observe the full effect of aerial shells, it
is best to be at least several hundred feet from the display site;
500 feet or more provides the best view.
•Watch the quality of the colors. Blue is an especially difficult
color for the pyrotec.bnician to make,and a deep, beautiful blue is
a true work of art. A good white should also be appreciated.
*Count the number of' breaks" --- or individual explosions — in
each shell. The fanciest display shells are the multiple break
variety. After being launched several hundred feet into the air,
they produce first one, then a second, and then perhaps a third.
fourth and fifth "effect." An "effect" generally consists of either
a burst of rolac"
.4° by many incli‘'idual pPllets
"••••••i"
"
or a thunder-like explosion produced by powder-filled cylinders
called "salutes."
•Know the difference between an oriental shell, which is
spherical before it explodes, and an American shell, which is
cylindrical. When the oriental shell bursts, you see a spectacular,
spreading chrysanthemum shape that takes up the whole sky
The random pattern of color given by an American shell is easily

111-- Alp -a.

distinguished from this symmetrical pattern. American shells
can also be recognized by the longer du.,:tion of their colors.
•Be aware that, while oriental and American shells are the
most common, America imports fireworks from other countries
as well, and that fireworks have individualized national
characteristics. According to George Plimpton, a fireworks enthusiast and an expert in his own right (former Mayor John V.
Lindsay of New York appointed him the city's Fireworks•Commissioner 1, the French are famous for "the preciseness of their
colors" and the "dazzling effect" of their multi-break shells.
Fireworks from Brazil are "remarkably sharp and full of novelty" and are so made that they can change color a number of
times before going out. Americana are experts at manufacturing
multi-break shells that burst up to seven times or more, each
break creating a beautiful cluster of color. The Spanish prefer
old-fashioned rockets in their displays, while the Italians adore a
lot of noise. German fireworks often employ parachutes.
•Appreciate the art of packing an aerial shell. The "stars" in
an oriental shell, for,ekomnle, must be carefully packed in symmetrical layers — sometimes one layer inside another for an
even more dramatic effect — to make the beautiful flower patterns they are known for. How a shell is fused and where the
"stare and 'salutes' are picked in relation et the black powder
will determine where in the sky the color goes and when the
sounds are heard. Once the pyrotechnician decides what he
wants his fireworks to do, really an art in itself, he must apply

everything he knows about the compatibility of chemicals, the
laws of physics and the aesthetics of color to make a truly good
firework.
*Look for variety and imagination in ground displays. The
pyrotechnician becomes a painter when designing "set pieces"
— wooden frames with hundreds of small flare-type tubes called
"lances" arranged in a pattern. Popular designs are of George
Washington chopping down the cherry tree or the American flag.
Other types of ground fireworks include fountains, spinning pinwheels and Roman candles.
•See how much time elapses between events. After the first
round of aerial shells has been fired, the shooter will light a few
ground fireworks to keep the spectators entertained while he
reloads the mortars (the tubes from which the shells are fired)
for another round of aerial fireworks. A good shooter will be able
to keep something going on with very little waiting.
*Finally. a safety tip all the experts know. Fireworks displays
are designed with maximum public safety in mind. However,
sne^tators can assist in the safety effort by staying in the
designated watching area. The view is better from there,
anyway. Resist any temptations to take home "sourvenirs" of
unexpended firewOrks. Very rarely, one part of a multiple-break
shell will fail to ignife. and will return to the ground. These contain sizeable amounts of pyrotechnic Composition and can be
very dangerous if handled by an untrained person. Report any
such findings to your local police or fire officials.
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President's
July 4 letter
The signing of the Declaration of Independence
on July 4, 1776, gave birth to the United States as a
sovereign nation and affirmed our commitment to
individual liberty.
This eloquent document was, in the words of
Thomas Jefferson, the "genuine effusion of the soul
of our country," and, indeed, it truly expressed the
American ideal of the dignity and rights of man.
From that time on, the pages of our history have
been indelibly . inscribed with the Enlightenment
tenet that government derives its power from the
consent of the governed and that each individual
possesses certain unalienable rights.
Today, more than two centuries after its adoption, the Declaration of Independence continues to
provide intellectual and spiritual inspiration to people everywhere.
While walking through the streets of Philadelphia
on the first anniversary of the signing of the
Declaration, John Adams noticed that many
citizens had placed lighted candles in their windows. "It was the most splendid illumination I ever
saw," he wrote.
On this Fourth of July, as we commemorate the
206th anniversary of our Independence and reflect
on the blessings of liberty, let us fervently pray that
God will always guide our efforts to preserve that
"splendid illumination" for ourselves, our posterity, and freedom-loving people around the globe.
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Hinckley's fate
Americans are outraged. How, they wonder,
could a jury acquit John W. Hinckley Jr.? After
all, everyone has seen the videotape showing
Hinckley pointing his gun and shooting the president.
They are asking other questions. How could a
jury find Hinckley insane when experts testified
under oath that he was sane? And what kind of a
system do we have in which such a man could
conceivably be set free within 50 days? And did
Hinckley only get off because his parents could
afford to hire a lawyer who, smug and selfsatisfied with the verdict and his half-million
dollar fee, would only say, "Another day,
another dollar"?
In the aftermath of the trial, people have been
attacking the jury and the judicial system for
what they see as the atrocious outcome of the
case.
Criticism of the jury should have no place in
the discussion. As we see it, the jury, influenced
by Hinckley's bizarre writings and behavior, had
no choice but to find reasonable doubt in the prosecution's contention that Hinckley was sane.
Upon hearing recordings of his phone conversations and readings of his essays and poetry ("I
remain the far side of crazy; I remain the mortal
enemy of man," he once wrote) most of us were
left with no doubt that Hinckley was deeply confused and mentally ill.
Hayiing concluded that Hinckley was insane,
the jury had no choice under federal law but to
acquit him. After deliberating 24 hours, the jury
came to the correct verdict. The system worked.
This system needs re-examination. The biggest problem with it is the federal provision requiring the prosecution to prove beyond
reasonable doubt that Hinckley was sane. Innocent until proven guilty? Of course. But insane
until proven sane? Hardly.
The Hinckley verdict comes at a time when
states across the country have limited or are
limiting the insanity defense.
Without a doubt, the Hinckley case will serve
to speed the efforts to limit the insanity defense.
While we support such efforts, we urge restraint.
Adequate protection under the law must remain
for those who are truly insane and lack the
capacity to distinguish right from wrong.
Hinckley's attorney and his family have said
they will make no immediate effort to get him
out of the Washington, D.C., mental hospital to
which he has been committed. We hope they
won't. Hinckley, who stalked actress Jodie
Foster and former President Carter before
shooting Reagan, is undoubtedly dangerous. He
needs help, but his treatment must come inside a
secure mental hospital.
John W. Hinckley Jr. should be locked up for a
good long time.
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southern seen

by lorry mcgehee

In traveling about the South, you
can't help but be struck by the recurrence of the same names for counties, towns, and streets. Jefferson
and Jackson and Washington are
among the most frequently seen, and
the reasons for their popularity are
fairly self-evident.
A little more puzzling may be the
high number of places named
Lafayette ( usually with a small f ), or
simply Fayett. A great many of the
towns, or counties, or streets, bearing this Revolutionary War hero's
name didn't come into being until
half a century after that war. One
would think his fame might have
diminished some in the interim,since
he had returned to France and was
no longer as visible to America as
Washington and Jefferson continued
to be and as Jackson came to be. At
the other end of the spectrum,
American didn't enter into another
great alliance with france until
World War I, and the name was long
in use before then, despite its revival
among the doughboys ("Lafayette,
we are here!" I and aviators (the
Lafayette Escadrille).
The use of the name in the
Carolinas and Virginia, where
LaFayette was crucial in the battles
that led to the English surrender at
Yorktown, is easier to explain, but
why is it so popular west of Appalachians, which was so sparsely
settle in those days?
The explanation is really simple.
General LaFayette, in his old age
and during the period of greatest
growth of this region, returned to
America. In 1824 and 1825, "Citizen"
LaFayette (his French title after
abolishing that of "Marquis" in the
French Revolution) came back to his
adopted country. By acts of the
legislatures of both Maryland and
Virginia, in 1785, he was a full citizen
of the United States.
His trip was far more than a perfunctory state visit to Washington or
New York. It was a Grand Tour of the
whole nation — or at least, of the
twenty-four states he found where he
had left thirteen. There are few
events in American history that
match this triumphant pageant,
either in the length of time and
distances involved or in the outpouring of American warmth and enthusiasm. Even the spontaneous
demonstrations at the ends of two

world wars, or the tic kertape
parades for General MacArthur or
for John Glenn, pale by comparison
At that time, of course, Washington
had been dead a quarter century, the
surviving signers of the Declaration
were dropping one by one each year,
the veterans of the Revolution were
old men whose tedious stories received fresh life by LaFayett's presence,
the sectional hatreds between North
and South hadn't yet hardened as
they would ten years later, and
everywhere there was a mood of
adventure, of expansion, of building,
and of transplanting eastern roots
westward.
Most important of all, LaFayette
came home on the eve of the fifieth
anniversary of the nation's founding.
Ten months after he left, the country
would celebrate that event with bombast and with reverence. (And John
Adams arid Thomas Jefferson, co
writers, co-signers, co-ambassadors,
co-presidents, the Yankee and the
Virginian who had patched up their
differences, would die 011 the same
day, July 4th, 1826, as the anniversary bells rang. In retrospect,
LaFayette's visit would be retold as a
harbinger of that dramatically symbolic day.)
LaFayette was invited "home" by
President Monroe, his old friend and
fellow member of the Society of the
Cincinnati, and by the Congress. He
arrived in New York in August 1824,
was met by Vice President Daniel D.
Thompkins, next week went to
Boston, Portsmouth, New Hamphire,
Worchester, Massachusetts, Hartford, Connecticut, Boston and New
York again, Albany, then New York
again, Philadelphia, Wilmington,
Delaware, Chester, Pennsylvania,
Baltimore, and then Washington for
a week, then on to Richmond, over to
Monticello to visit Jefferson and to
Montpelier
to
Madison,
visit
Fredericksburg, and
back
to
Washington, up to Baltimore and
back to Washington, over to Annapolis and then back to Baltimore
and over to Annapolis and then back
to Baltimore and over to Frederick,
Maryland, back to Washington, back
to Richmond, back to Baltimore and
on to York and Harrisburg. Pennsylvaia, back to Washington.
On the 23rd of February,
LaFayette began his southern tour,
covering Virginia and North Carolina

first. From Raleigh, North Carolina,
in March, he went to Fayetteville,
Cheraw, Camden, and Columbia,
then Charleston and Savannah,
upriver to Augusta, Georgia, and on
to the Cherokee Indian Reservation
and to the Chattahoochee River, In
April, he went westward to Montgomery, Alabama, the downriver to
Mobile, rode The Natchez to New
Orleans, and the same steamboat up
the Mississippi to Carondelet and St.
Louis, and turned south again.
On the first of May, 1825, The
Natchez took LaFayette up the Ohio.
Then he turned off up the
Cumberland River ( at Smithland,
Kentucky, where one of Jefferson's
sisters and her family had once lived
and had met with tragedy ). The boat
crossed into Tennessee and docked in
Nashville, where LaFayette visited
with General Jackson at the Hermitage.
Aboard the steamboat Mechanic,
out of Nashville, LaFayette and an
enlarged party, including Governors
Carroll of Tennessee and Coles of Illinois, went back down the
Cumberland River to the Ohio and
towards
Louisville.
It
left
Shawneetown,Illinois, on May 8th.
That night, around midnight, the
boat hit a snag, and soon began to
sink into the Ohio. Thanks to a skiff,
everyone got to shore, although
LaFayette's aide was almost lost
when he returned to save a snuffbox
that bore miniature painting of
George
Washington.
Huddleed
around big fires, the party of fifty
survivors had wine, biscuits, and
smoked venison for breakfast. By a
stroke of great luck, another boat,
The Paragon, came by during
breakfast, bound for New Orleans. It
stopped, picked up the group, turned
around and went to Louisville. From
Louisville, the party went by carriages to Shelbyville, Frankfort, Versailles, Lexington ( in Fayette County), out to Ashland, the home of
Henry Clay, Georgetown, and Covington — all in Kentucky — and
crossed into Cincinnati. On a boat
again, he headed up the Ohio to Pittsburgh, stopping at Maysville, Kentucky, along the way, as well as at
Wheeling (then part of Virginia ) and
Brownsville, Pennsylvania.
Much more traveling lay ahead,
through Pennsylvania, upper New
York, over to Boston to dedicate the

Bunker Hill monument, through New
Hampshire, Maine, Vermont and
down the Hudson Valley of New
York, then New Jersey stops and
over to Philadelphia ( and Brandywine, where he had been wounded).
By the time LaFayette returned to
Washington, in August 1825, Monroe
had been succeeded by John Quincy
Adams, and LaFayette stayed with
the Adainses in the White House most
of that month and the first week of
September, except for a visit to
Monroe in Virginia and another to
Jefferson and Madison. He sailed for
France on September 8th, 1825, and
his death there is 1834 occasioned
another wave of public affection and
demonstrations here in America.
Most of the rnidwestern and midSouth namings of streets and towns
anti counties for him probably coincided with his visit, but some may
have come upon news of his death.
All across the country, old soldiers
showed up to cheer him and to
recollect
the
nation's
birth.
Legislative
resolutions,
public
eulogies and poems and proclamations by the scores were delivered.
Toastmakers vied with each other for
eloquence in drinking LaFayett's
health and that of the nation. The
passing parades seemed never to
pass on.
There was, throughout the whole
year of LaFayette's return, also
something of a sacred sense, a
religious feeling of revival and reaffirmation of faith. The nation was on
the move, and LaFayette's coming
remided it of how closely patriotism
and religion had been interwoven into the fabric of the country. Even the
narrow escaped from death beneath
the Ohio was a reminder of how close
the new country had come to extinction in its beginnings and several
times thereafter, only to be lifted by
a miracle and to celebrate safely
ashore.
Those tenuous but untimid battles
were still being fought for us only two
hundred years ago, beck in 1782 —
not long ago at all by some measures,
but long enough that we may have
forgotten what it was the name of
LaFayette meant to our ancestors.
But is we see the name all about us
today.,-perhaps we win look enew at
the principles and history that put it
there.
Write a Letter.. Letters to the
editor are welcomed and encouraged. All letters must be signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must
be included for verification. The
phone number will not be published.

V.Nr.

Address correspondence to:
Editor. The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 1040, Murray, Ky.
42071.
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Have a safe holiday
looking back into Murray's past
Ten years ago
Gov. Wendell H. Ford and Highway
Commissioner Charles Pryor, Jr.,
said Calloway County's share of
rural secondary funds for year beginfling July 1 is $310,106.
Deaths reported include Eric Lynn
Darnell, infant son, Miss Rosie McCuiston, 82, and Mrs. Harlin Wynn,
79.
Twenty years ago
Congresman Frank A. Stubblefield
today announced the Rural Electrification Administration has approved a $1,659.000 loan to the West
Kentucky Telephone Cooperative
Corporation.
Installed as new officers of
American Legion Post No. 73 at a picnic at Murray City Park were Lester
!7.;nny, E.W.
James Blalock, Leonas Wyatt, Cleo
Sykes and A.G. Childers.
Thirty years ago
County Judge Hall Hood, Guy Billington, the Rev. Paul T. Lyles, Nat
Ryan Hughes Joseph Berry, Mrs.

E.C. Parker and Mrs. Harlan Hodges
were named by Gov. Lawrence
Wetherby to the Social Services Committee for Calloway County.
Marvin Wrather of Murray State
College will be guest speaker at
"Year Round" Sunday School Day
Sunday at Coldwater Methodist
I1
Church.
Forty years ago
A total of 406 young men, 18 to 20,
were registered by the Local Selective Service Board on June 30 in the
fifth registration for the draft.
Deaths reported include Mrs.
Evelyn Wrye, 17.
One and two room schools in
Calloway County will open on July 13.
according to Prentice L. Lassiter,
superintendent of county schools.
Calloway County's Civilian
Defense Set-up wilioet und::
y July 7 in basement of First Christian
Church. Richard Hall Hood will conduci the class.
A gigantic celebration at Murray

High School stadium on July 4 will be
sponsored by Murray High PTA and
Murray Woman's Club. A.B. Austin,
Dr. James H. Richmond and Dewey
Ragsdale will serve as masters of
ceremonies for the events from 5 to
10 p.m.
Calloway County passed its June
• war bond quota of $20,500. Seventytwo retailers of Calloway County
with Luther Robertson as chairman
had a banquet on June 30 at Murray
Woman's Club House to launch the
July drive with a quota of $42,000.
Marriages announced this week include Juliet Milton Holton to Ben
Thomas Cooper on June 30, and Jean
Hurt to Wayne Wilson on June 20.
Fifty years ago
F.Imus Beak of Calloway County
-has been named by Gov. Ruby La!o, a member of the Kentucky
Department of Public Welfare
Board.
Deaths reported include John
Ethel Doores, 44, Charlie Manning,

48, C.L. Turner, Mrs. Ora Jane
Smith, 30. Mrs. J.W. Arnett, 68, J.W.
Holland, 79, and Jerry Lawrence, infant
Claud
aane Anderson, tax commissioner of Calloway County, said his
office will be open beginning July 1
for the purpose of listing 1932 taxes.
June Gray Overcast, Gloria Ann
Pace, Thomas Edd Adams, Latricia
Outland and Ted Barnett won honors
at the Baby Show at Capitol Theatre
on June 28.
Elected as officers of Murray Exchange Club were M.T. Morris, Wells
P
Gu
ilrdo
bertm, Dr. B.F. Berry and W.B
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Boyce Taylor on June
26, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Dewey
Jones on June 26 and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Marshall Berry.
Mrs. Rune Cooper was hostess for
meeting of Almo Homemakers Club
at her home on June 23. Mrs. Tam
Taylor is club president.
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Myths about rape getin the way of facts Dem,
DEAR ABBY: .When I
was 15, I was raped by a
neighbor. We lived in a
nice neighborhood and
the man was married and
had children. He was
respected by everyone
who knew him and was
even a good friend of my
family.
I neVer told anyone
because I felt so guilty
and ashamed. Years
later that experience still
haunted me, so I decided
to go to my local rape

crisis center for counseling, and it was the best
thing 1 ever did for
myself.
I regained my selfrespect when I realized
that what happened to me
wasn't my fault I am
now a volunteer with the
rape crisis center, and 1
hope you will print some
facts that helped me
recover fully from the experience. There must be
thousands
of
your
readers who are still suf-

fering silently because
they're ashamed to ask
for help
MYTHS AND FACTS
ABOUT RAPE
MYTH. Rape is an impulsive act of sexual
gratification
FACT Rape is a brutal
act of violence and power
— not one of passion Men
can control themselves.
Sixty percent of all rapes
are planned in advance
and 50 percent of all
rapes don't end in orgasm

for the man Rapes are
becoming more brutal,
increasing
with
an,
number of rapists using a
foreign object to commit
the rape.
MYTH: Rapists attack
strangers in dark alleys
at night.
FACT: In 59 percent of
all rapes, the rapist is
known to the victim; he is
a friend, acquaintance or
relative. Fifty percent of
all rapes occur in either
the victim's or rapist's

Coming community events scheduled
Saturday, July 3
Saturday, July 3
Descendants of Em- Shoot at The Homeplacemett and Alice Roberts 1850 Interpretive Center
will have a reunion at at 2 p.m.
Community Room of
North Branch of Peoples
Temple Hill Lodge No.
Bank at 4 p.m. with 276 Free and Accepted
basket lunch at 6 p.m.
Masons will meet at 7:30
Alcoholics Anonymous p.m. at lodge hall.
will meet at 8 p.m. in
Alcoholics Anonymous
western portion of
will have its annual open
Livestock and Exposition
house at social hall of
Center.
First United Methodist
Square and round danc- Church.
ing will be at 7:30 p.m. in
Woodmen of the World
Entertainment and
square dancing will be at
Hall.
7 p.m. in amphitheatre of
Calloway County High Kenlake State Park.
School Class of 1962 will Fireworks will follow at
have a 20-year reunion at dusk. In case of rain the
Kenlake Hotel at 7 p.m.
events will be on Sunday.
Second night of
Sunday,July4
"Gourmet Cabaret" will
Choir of First Baptist
be presented by Com- Church will present the
munity Theatre at 8 p.m. musical, "I Love
in Playhouse in the Park, America," at 5 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County church.
Park. For information
call 759-1752.
Matt Smith family reunion will be at I p.m. at
First Baptist Church Farmington Community
picnic will be from 2:30 to Building.
5:30 p.m. at home of Mr.
and Mrs. Grayson McBoatwright family reuClure, Panorama Shores. nion will be at noon at
Colonial House
Events in Land Bet- Smorgasbord. For inween the Lakes will in- formation call Polly
clude Summer Fishing Garland.
Opportunities at 2 p.m.
'
Events in Land Betand Fishing Techniques
ween
the Lakes will inOn the Lake at 7:30 p.m.
at Woodlands Nature clude The "Golden Bass"
Center; Muzzle Load and from 1 to 4 p.m. and Our
National Bird at 2 p.m. at
Woodlands Nature Center
Bargain Matinee
and Skyworks at 7 and 8
p.m. at Golden Pond
Sat. & Sun. 2:00
Visitors Center.

Cheri & Cine
All Seats S1.50

Third night of
"Gourmet Cabaret" will
be at 8 p.m. by Corrununity Theatre in Playhouse
in the Park, MurrayCalloway County Park.
For information call 7591752.
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Tuesday,July 6
noon to 2 p.m. at Murray
Seventh-Day Adventist
Church, Sycamore and
South 15th Streets.
Mary Rowlett Group of
Blood River Baptist
Church Women will meet
at 6:30 p.m. at church.

Bethel Baptist Bible
Coldwater United
Methodist Church Study will be at 6 p.m. at
Women will meet at 7:30 home of David and
Aleshia Cunningham, Utp.m. at church.
terback Road.
,
Executive Board of
Lottie Moon Group of
Murray Woman's Club First Baptist
Church
will not meet.
Women will meet at 7
p.m. at home of Frances
Murray Lodge No. 105 Brown,
Free and Accepted
First Baptist Church
Masons will meet at 7:30
WMU general meeting
p.m. at lodge hall.
will be at 9:30 a.m at
Murray -Calloway church.
County Camera Club will
First United Methodist
not meet.
Church Women will have
a bazaar workshop at
Events at Murray 9:30 a.m, and
a picnic at
Country Club will include 6:30 p.m. at
church.
golf, youth tennis at 9
a.m., and family potluck
Senior Citizens centers
at 7 p.m.
will be open as follows:
Dexter at 9:30 a.m.;
"Night of the Red Hazel and Douglas from
Moon" showing eclipse of 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.; Ellis
moon will start at mid- from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
night at Golden Pond
Visitors Center, Land
Children's Ecology
Between the Lakes.
Walk for ages 12 and
under will start at 2 p.m.
Tuesday,July6
at Woodlands Nature
Murray TOPS (take off Center, Land Between
pounds sensibly) Club the Lakes.
will meet at 7 p.m. at
Health Center.
Ladies Medal Play
tournament will start at
Alcoholics Anonymous Murray Country Club.
is scheduled to meet at 8
p.m. at western portion of
Wednesday,July 7
Group II of CWF of
Livestock and Exposition
First Christian Church
Center.
will have a potluck lunMurray Assembly No. cheon at noon at home of
19 Order of the Rainbow Lochie Hart.
for Girls will meet at 7
Goshen United
p.m. at lodge hall.
Methodist Church
Free blood pressure Women will meet at 7
tests will be given from p.m. at church.

Tournament planned
Murray Country Club
will have its annual
Ladies Medal Play Tournament on Tuesday and
Wednesday, July 6 and 7.
Hostesses are Pam Mavity and Ve Severna.
Each one will tee off on
No. I tee. The lineup is as
follows:
9 a.m. — ye Severns,
Freda Steely and Molly
Booth.
9:10 a.m. — Mary Belle
Overbey, Frances
Parker, Linda Alexander
and Wilda Purdom.
9:20 a.m. — Rowena
Cullom, Ann Haney,
Euldene Robinson and
Nancy Orr.
9:30 a.m. — Chris
Graham, Jane Fitch,
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Group C of Ladies Tennis of Murray Country Club
will play Wednesday, July 7, from 9 toil a.m. at the
club.
The lineup is as follows: Court One — Deanna
Parker, Debbie Keller, Cathy Mattis and Kathy
Kopperud; Court Two — Jennifer Hewlett, Mary
Warren Sanders, Dinah Vire and Cecelia Brock;
Court Three -- Annette Alexander, Vicky Holton,
Jan Wilson and Cindy Dunn.

Clifton Boyd Garner born
Mr. and Mrs. Morgan Garner, Rt. 2, are the
parents of a son, Clifton Boyd, weighing six pounds
6'1 ounces, measuring 20 inches, born on Wednesday, June 23, at 7:42 a.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. They have another son, Ashley
Shane, 4.
The father is employed at Fisher Price Toys. The
mother, the former Margaret Emerson, also is on
leave from Fisher Price. A great-grandfather is
W.B. Emerson, Rt. 2.

observations
by lochie hart

Local cookbooks
known in Iowa

The Murray Woman's
Club cookbook, '67 edition, "is the best to come
out of the South," according to a letter received by Mrs. Loyd E. Boyd,
Oneida) president of the
Murray club. And with
this letter from Ms.
Geneveve Klinger, Mierton, Iowa, was an order
for the new second printing. In the same mail
was another order for
five copies from the same
community.
' Ms. Klinger wrote that
she had read from her
local newspaper. The
Centerville Iowegian,
Centerville, Iowa, the column "Whose Writing?"
by Mildred Cathcart, in
which she quotes
Ernestine Hubbard. In
describing the Murray
Woman's Club cookbook,
Ms. Hubbard describes it
as "being the best
cookbook to come out of
The South."
Since the reprints were
released a month ago,
more than a $1,000 worth
have been sold by
representative of the club
stationed the Bank of
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Murray and The Peoples
Bank. Mrs. Louis C.
Kerlick, (Bess), is
finance chairman for the
club, and is in charge of
the sale of the books.
The proceeds from sale
of the cookbook, (and
there are a few of the '72
cookbooks left ) are used
to keep the clubhouse in
good repair and to assist
in the projects of community interests.
Since I was involved in
the publication of the '67
book, I sin interested in
securing a copy of the
Centerville Iowegian that
included the Murray
publication. Not often
does a Murray newsstory
get published nationally.
It is usually a court, a
snake, or a blackbird
type article that gets
published.
I am wondering, too,
who Ernestine Hubbard
is.

Menus listed
for the week
for program
Menus for the Nutrition
Program for the Elderly
and Meals on Wheels for
the week of July 5 to 9
have been released by
Tripp Thurman, director
of Murray-Calloway
County Senior Citizens.
Meals are served Monday through Friday at
Hazel and Douglas
Centers and each Tuesday and Thursday at Ellis
Center Meals also are
sent out each day.
Menus are as follows:
Monday — sweet and
sour pork, corn pudding,
pickled beets, hot roll,
butter, applesauce, milk,
coffee or tea.
Tuesday — beef liver in
onion gravy, zuchinni
sticks, mixed greens, hot
roll, butter, chocolate
sheet cake, pineapple,
milk,coffee or tea.
Wednesday — Spanish
omelet, hash browns,
tomato cubes, hot roll,
butter, carrot cake,
banana, milk, coffee or
tea.
Thursday — lasagna,
blackeyed peas, sweet
and sour slaw, garlic
bread, butter, banana
pudding, orange, milk,
coffee or tea.
Friday — roast beef
and gravy, corn on the
cob, whole carrots, cornbread dressing, hot roll,
butter, sliced peaches,
milk, coffee or tea.

Selected Uniforms

1/ 2 PRICE
Closed Monday — Reopen Tuesday
All Sportswear and Jewelery excluding Jeans ir" Closeout "Nurse_Mates" Shoes
1 / 2 PRICE

PIO

Tennis ploy Wednesday

OPEN MONDAY

7 15. 9 154 2115.1 S1.17

•

Elizabeth Slusmeyer and
Virginia Schwettman.
9 : 40 a.m. — Sue
Costello, Betty Hinton,
Edith Garrison and Nancy FahdriOh.
'
9:50 a.m. — Diane
Villanova, Judy Latimer,
Toni Hopson and Anna
Mary Adams.
10 a.m. — Jerlene
Sullian, Venela Sexton,
Carol Hibbard and Inus
Orr.
10:10 a.m. — Mary
Bogard, Betty Jo Purdom, Betty Lowry and
Frances Hulse.
10:20 a.m. — Euva N.
Gibbs, Margaret Shuffett, Sue Brown and Pam
Mavity.
Any person having
questions concerning the
tournament may call
Mrs. Mavity at 753-8624.

Free checks Wednesday

Free blood pressure checks will be taken from 9
a.m. to noon on north side of Calloway County Court
House and from 1 to 4 p.m. in front of Wal-Mart in
Central Shopping Center. These will be given by
qualified personnel in the Seventh-Day Adventist
Church van on Wednesday. July 7.
Church officials said persons giving the checks
will advise persons having high or low readings to
see their respective physicians. Checks also will be
given at the local Seventh-Day church at South 15th
and Sycamore Streets on Tuesday, July 6, from
noon to 2 p.m.

Regular 9:30-5:00 flours

PASSES

1
ir

Monday,July 5
Special holiday activities will start at noon
at Murray-Calloway
County Park. Southern
Brothers Band concert
will be at 7 p.m., Wayne
Cryts will speak at 8 p.m.
and fireworks will be at 9
p.m.

66.3

home.
MYTH: A woman can't
get raped if she doesn't
want to.
FACT: A majority of
women are not brought
up participating in contact sports and are not accustomed to being grabbed or physically attacked.
Therefore, they often By Abigail Von Buren
react with a paralyzing raped.
fear, which is a totally
MYTH: Rape is a
understandable response. woman's problem.
The victim should not be
FACT: It is a problem
made to feel ashamed or of the whole society
when
responsible — it is the one-half of the population
rapist's fault.
fears the other half. Most
MYTH: Women ask for men in their lifetime will
rape, provoke and enjoy know a victim because
it.
one out of every three
FACT: Rape is a females will be raped
in
violent and brutal act. It her lifetime. It may be
his
is preposterous to believe mother, daughter, lover,
that a woman would ask friend or even grandfor or enjoy a violent mother.
physical attack and risk
RECOVERED VICTIM
VD, pregnancy, injury or IN OREGON
even death.
DEAR RECOVERED:
MYTH: Women falsely Thank
you
for
an
accuse men of rape.
enlightening addition to
FACT: FBI statistics this column. Local rape
show that false accus- crisis centers provide extions for rape are the cellent counseling for all
same as for any other rape victims — including
felony —5 percent. Every those who were raped
victim who decides to years ago and still feel
prosecute must undergo guilty and ashamed. It's
an extensive medical ex- never too late to clean out
am,a thorough interroga- an old wound and let it
tion by the police and a heal properly.
•••
difficult court testimony.
The chances of conviction
Everybody
needs
are lout of 8.
friends. For some pracMYTH: It can't hap- tical tips on how to be
pen to me."
popular, get
Abby's
FACT: As with any act Popularity booklet. Send
of violence, any female $1 plus a long, selfcan be a victim of rape. It addressed stamped (37
does not happen just to cents) envelope to Abby,
beautiful
women. Popularity, P.O. Box
Females aged 4 months 38923, Hollywood, Calif.
to 96 years have been 90038.

1 / 2 PRICE
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Mayfield company
announces layoffs

lesdoy
e taken from 9
County Court
Wal-Mart m
a be given by
Day Adventist

ng the checks
n• readings to
•ks also will be
h at South 15th
July 6, from

The Centrifugal Compressor Division,
Mayfield, announced personnel reductions Friday.
Sixty-four hourly
employees were layed off
effective July 6, 1982, and
salaried employees were
notified of a two-week
furlough without pay -but with benefits continuing. Reductions and
furloughs are also taking
place at other division

?sdoy
Country Club
11 a.m at the
- Deanna
a and Kathy
fewlett, Mary
ecelia Brock;
Vicky Holton,

locations
"Our Division has experienced a severe
downturn in orders,"
A.P. C,asagrande, vice
president-general
manager said.
The
second-half forecasted
shipments are estimated
at 20 percent below first
half. In the face of this
economic downturn it is
necessary to reduce

overhead and administration expenses as
well as direct labor "
Casagrande concluded,
"The decision to take
these actions has been a
difficult one and I
sincerely hope no further
actions will be necessary.
We are doing everything
possible to generate additional business for 1982
and beyond."

r born
t. 2, are the
rig six pounds
n on Wednesray -Calloway
• son, Ashley

JC PENNEY - Officials of the Murray JC Penney
store gave Murray Ledger & Times employees a tour of
their new facility Thursday. Top left photo) Store
Manager Lynn Phillips the new Huntclub line shirt to
Rick Orr and Dave Reeves. ( Bottom left) Senior Merchandiser for womens fashions Billy H. Smith shows
some clothes to Ted Delaney and Linda Bailey Apperson.
( Above) Jim Joiner, merchandise manager for mens
fashions, shoes, home furnishings and housewares, showed clothes from a section in the mens department. The
store will open July 28.
Staff photos by Jennie Gordon
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COLOR PLUS -(From left) Jane Adams of Paducah, and Joy Tate and Lisa
Von /Cannel of Color Plus were in The Place Monday conducting a seminar on
color selection.

Color selection seminar conducted

LocalJC Penney store to open July 28
The new JCPenney
department store at
Chestnut Hill Shopping
Center, Murray, is
scheduled to open
Wednesday, July 28th at
10 a.m. The 34,000 square
foot complex will be Penney's 28th store in the
state of Kentucky.
The store opening will
be celebrated with a brief
. ribbon-cutting ceremony
beginning at 9:45 a.m.
The ceremony will be attended by special guests
and company officials.
The Murray store,
because of its merchandise mix, will be one of
the most fashionable
department stores in the
nationwide 2,000 store
chain, bringing to the
area one of Penney's
fullest collections of
fashion apparel and furnishings for the family.
The new Penneys will
offer a full service shoe
salon, luggage, exciting
children's apparel, apparel and shoes by Addidias and Nike, and
other departments include lingerie, pictures,
mirrors, lamps,
housewares, and
decorative furnishings.
Levi apparel is
featured in womens,
mens, and childrens offering a broad selection.
While offerings have been
expandez1 to better serve
the consumer, they are
not a replacement for
popular priced items that
customers expect to find
at Penneys.
The Womens' Apparel
features the latest styles
from the nation's fashion
centers. The line up is
strong and well done,
with private labels, and
label lines in sportswear
and dresses. Traditional
tailored looks in sportswear are beautifully
done in smart collections
by Picket 'n Post. Penney's private label
"Huntclub" features a
beautiful line of knit
shirts in the most exciting
fall colors. The galloping
horse emblem embroidered on the Huntclub line is equisite and
tasteful,
The Mens Apparel is
segmented well into
young mens, mens furnishings, mens casual
wear and dress apparel.
Once again the emphasis
Is on fashion. Penneys
will offer dacron/wool
Blazers, and the all
polyester JCPenney
Blazer, which is the
number one selling
Blazer in America.
The famous Fox line Is
aVallable in a wide selection of shirts, slacks,
belts." socks, and
lightweight jackets. Sport
shirts are Penneys
strengths, with Par Four

leading the way in quality
and very moderately
priced. The Huntclub line
of sportswear will also be
available under private
label.

puter and Penney's nationwide computer network, these electronic
terminals enable faster,
more accurate customer
service.
JCPenney's own credit
accounts, Regular
Charge and an extended
Time-Pay Program for
major purchases, as well
as convenient layaway
arrangements, are
designed to meet the
needs of most customers.
Visa and Master Card are
also accepted now by all
Penney stores.
The new store offers
JCPenney catalog home
service to this area.
Easy, at-home telephone
shopping and personal
service at Penneys instore catalog desk makes
hundreds of thousands of

Young mens will have
jeans, fashion slacks and
tops featuring Penneys
strong private labels.
Label lines will include
Sergio Valenti, and
Sasson, Jordache, Mark
Phillipe, and Levi jeans
will be offered in the
Young Mens Department.
Customer conveniences
at the new JCPenney
store include conveniently located service desks,
incorporating the most
advanced electronic transaction equipment. Connected to an in-store com-

items available to childrens. Billy is from
customers, within 72 Nashville where he began
hours in most cases.
his career in 1978. He was
Lynn Phillips is the promoted to Paducah in
Store Manager, having 1979 and lived there prior
spent the past 8 years as to moving with his wife
General Merchandise Rhonda to Murray. Billy
Manager in Penneys Nor- graduated from Middle
thlake Mall store, Atlan- Tennessee State Univerta, Ga. He started his sity with a B.A. in
career in McKinney, Tx., Business Management.
Jim Joiner is the Merand has served in various
positions in Tyler, Tx., chandise Manager for
Jackson, Ms., Meriden, mens, shoes, home furMs., and Atlanta, Ga. nishings, and
Lynn and his wife Pat are housewares. Jim is a
originally from Fort native of Sardis, Ms. and
Smith, Ar. Their three holds a B.S. degree from
sons are Michael age 14, Mississippi State UniverMitchell age 13, and Mat- sity. Jim began his
career in 1978 in Memthew age 12.
phis, Tn. He was proBilly H. Smith, Jr. is moted to the Mayfield
the Senior Merchandiser store in 1981 and lived
for womens fashions and there prior to moving to
accessories, luggage, and Murray.

"Why look okay when I Place Monday concan look terrific?"
ducting a seminar on
selecting specific shades,
That statement is the
hues and intensities to
purpose behind Color make
persons the most
Plus, The Gentlewoman
beautiful.
of Louisville.
Color Plus teaches how
Representatives Lisa and why colors affect
Von Kannel and Joy Tate people psychologically
and Jane Adams of and what colors say to
Paducah were in The Ahers. For example,

reds suggest warmth and
excitement, blues are
cool and calm, yellow brings out cheerfulness and
activity and green is cool
and self-controlled.
Skin, hair and eyes help
determine if a person's
best colors are bluebased or yellow-based.

Resort receives Four-Diamond Rating
and Mexico that were inspected and approved by
AAA, only 1,100 (approximately eight percent)
received the prestigious
Four-Diamond rating for
1982.
In a brief ceremony at
Barkley
State
Lake
Resort Park Monday,
Louisville
Automobile
Club Director, Marvin W.
Orgill, presented the
award plaque to Lou
Karibo, commissioner of
Kentucky State parks.
During the presentation, Orgill noted that the
resort is one of only seven
facilities in Kentucky to
receive this high rating in
1982.
And
more
Lake
significantly,
Barkley is the only state
or federal facility in the
country to receive this
Four-Diamond rating. He
also noted that, since only
a fifth of all properties in
the country meet AAA's
requirements for recommendation, even one diamond signifies a quality
establishment.
Kentucky
Other

For the third consecutive
year,
Lake
Barkley
State
Park
Resort has received one
of the highest honors a
hotel, motel or resort can
earn - the American
Automobile Association's
Four-Diamond rating.
A Four-Diamond rating
is awarded only to those
properties
exceptional
which "significantly exceed AAA requirements
in most physical and
operational categories."
AAA's
rating
Under
system, accommodations
undergo rigorous inspections by AAA field
representatives and, if
they qualify for recommendation, are assigned
an overall rating of one to
five diamonds. Ratings
then appear next to the
establishments' listings
in AAA TourBooks so
members know at a
glance the assessed quality of the property.
Of the more than 14,000
establishments in the
United States, Canada

facilities receiving a
rating
Four-Diamond
are: the Hyatt Regency
in Lexington; the Executive Inn, Executive

West, the Galt House and
the Hyatt Regency in
Louisville and the Executive Inn Rivermont in
Owensboro.

Clerk attends conference
calloway County Circuit Clerk Ann P. Wilson,
Murray, attended the Circuit Clerks'Summer Conference in Louisville at
the Executive West, on
June 10-12.
Several administrative
functions pertinent to the
operation of the circuit
clerk's office were
discussed during the program including accounting procedures, recent
revisions to the clerk's
manual, the appeals process as it affects the circuit clerk, amendments
to the Kentucky Rules of

Court, and employee fringe benefits and payroll
procedures.
Other matters examined during the conference
included reports on
Regional Administration
and legislative changes
resulting from the 1982
regular session of the
Kentucky General
Assembly. Workshops
were conducted on the
following subjects; traffic/misdemeanors;
drivers license; probate;
juvenile; small claims;
and implementation of
legislation.

lath Street Agway
753.3149

- -PRESIDENT'S CLUB AWARD - Loretta Jobs, broker-owner of Century 21
Loretta Jobs Realtors, has been notified that the local realty firm received the
President's Club Award for the state of Kentucky by Century 21 regional office in
Indianapolis, Ind. An article and photos about the office and personnel appeared
in the Indiana-Kentucky Century 21 Newsletter. The prestigious award was
presented by Roy Carpenter, Hilton Head, S.C., director of Century 21 in Kentucky and Indiana. Shown are (from left, fron row) Loretta Jobs, Marie Hicks,
B.J. Berrill, (second row) Pat Saylors, Frankie McNutt, Wilma Schmitt and
Chuck Woods.
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"Swimmin Hole"
DAILY USAGE FEE

Catfish Special

8& Under....$ 1 .50

$3.00
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MURRAY'S FINEST

9 L Older

A l

HOURS:
Daily
11 AM-6:30 PM

Wed. 5 p.m. to 10 p.m.
Catfish Plate
French Fries, Cole Slaw
and Hush Puppies

MURRAY
AQUATIC CLUB
Hwy. 641 N.
753-0129

Rog. $3.95
?0•1/06/ COOK011180VR MLA:

9
2
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JC Penney
Lake Barkley Resort
Ann Wilson
Loretta Jobs Century 21
The Place
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MURRAY'S
Baseball Players
They're
All-Americans

Bank of Murray T Ball
Bart Rowland
Amy Wesson
Adam Grogan
Brad Man
David Williamson
Tony Farris

Steve Mattis
Wesley Cogiell
brut Swale
Jason Wilson
Richard Clendeoes
Christopher Fehrman
Ban Deaver

Coaches Gary Rowland and Jeff Homphreys

Bank of Murray
BANK"
THE FRIENDLY
M•nriber FDIC
Murray Auto Parts 1-Ball

Dairy Queen 1-Ball

Craig Rogers
Shane Beamer
Robbie Banker
Sean Koehl
Gene McDonald
Christie Nesbitt
Carrie Lee

Justin Miller
Josh Hahn
Jonathan Fuson
Regina Ghan
Shane Schroader
Nathan Lamb
Devin Banks

Jon Tubbs
Jason Carroll
Shelly Rudolph
Paul Russell
David Nowak
Chris Neale
Ka Donna Randolph

Coaches: Dave Johnson and Richard Van Over

MURRAY
iOZA‘ AUTO PARTS

UNIROYAL'

Adam Fergerson
Clay Ryan
Brad Bailey
Darrell Ramsey
Jamie Pigg
Joel Johnson
Ted Booth
Chris Jones
Tyler Bohannon
Stephen Nowak
Jeremy Latimer
Damon Lew
Robert Roesch
Jesse Arant
Coaches' lames Pigg and Darrell Ramsey

Russ Adkins
Damon Cohoon
11-13y Cahoon
Jeff Brannon
Sammy Fuson
Darren Gantt

1

Mack &
Mack
Marine

i1
—

Aurora, Ky. 474-2251

Matthew Garrison
Jimmy Chan
Warren Latimer
Jason Modglin
Jonathan Smotherman
Bradley White
Troy Yates

Co.

Clink Pharmacy
54 and Mart

Free Delivery

1532302

Coaches: Russell Welch. Bong Vance

810 Sycamore

Sales

TECHNOLOGY,INC.
104 N• 5til

Murray

Chest,
753-

Mark Sallin
Jeremy Speight
Josh Dick
Chris Bynum
lay Housden
lay Lamb

.

Murray

CIABLE-VISION
753-5005
South 12th St., Murray
Fred's Discount Kentucky League
Ryan Malone
Jonathan Stubbs
Andy Rickman
Clint Hutson
Greg Gilbert
Michael Lax

Coaches. Purdom Lovett and Dan loses
,
•

Sean Kelly
Travis Turner
Ed Chapman
Kevin Cleaver
Johnny LaRue
Brent Dunlap

Crou

0
II

Bobby Malone-Manager
Oscar Turner, Jr.-Coach

Hopkinsvile

Applied Computing
753-7161

75344144

Jim Baurer-Manager
Oatman Farley-Coach

Dusty Wilson
Seth Arant
Greg
G Jones
VVic PPerry
Jody Wrye
Alan lourdon

,

1

Century Auto

Bill Fandrich
Kevin Tucker
Ti. Gradisher
Jason Farley
Toby Bowker
Chris Adams

James Hughes
Michael Deaver
Thomas Daniels
Jason Hall
Scott Brandon
Ryker Wilson

Hopkinsville Federal Park League

Jay Richardson
Brad bully
Jayson Kelly
Jonathan Reid
Chris Bailey
layson Mayhtm
Jay Howell
Nolan Lax
Rusty Thomas
Welch
ka
Kas
BBen Watkins
ains
Chad Caldwell
Michael Lovett
Aaron Whittaker
Mosey
M
Zebr
Travis Anderson
Russell Housman
Corey Vance
Marc Fain
Jeremy !Nrris
o
Steven Gresham
Trent Gibson
Ashley Ross
bus WilsonMichael
Dowdy
Chip Grew

1,

i
I
SPORTING GOODS
"frorytbily ter aftSIM in row UR"

Murray Cablevision Kentucky League

OWEN'S FOOD
MARKET

ACT Park League

Coaches: kit bite and Russell Welch

1 ,
1203
Chestnut

Coaches: Chuck Hulick, Tom Bucy

The Prescription Specialist

KY.

Century Auto Sales 1-Ball
Virgil Welch
Stuart Vance
Wesley Latimer
Chris Wablig
loesph Beane
Valerie Shelton
Sham Butler

Hal Nance
Matthew Roberson
Curtis Bucy
Brian Hulick
Brock Hammatt
Toby Latimer
Meredith Julian

Lance Allison
Todd Smotherman
Allen Rarborti
Josh Johnson
Chris Jones
John Paul Nix

Sid Easley-Manager
George Bell-Coach

Owens Park League

William Hollander
Mitchell Downy
Happy Duffy
John Galloway
Jerry Nelson
Robin Westermine

PEOPLES,BANK
Member FDIC

Don Easley
Chris Dill
Mickey Carson
Ronnie Hager
Robert Orr
Doug Hendon

FOOD GIANT

753-5370

Coaches: Mike Garland, Keith Knight, Kenneth
Downey

cy

Dennison & Hunt Kentucky League

Storey's

James Weatherly-Coach

753-0035

Mike Barnett-Coach

Clinic Pharmacy Park League
Neil Lax
Chris Norsworth y
Danny Gipson
Chris Garland
Shane Knight
141111 Compton
Anthony Miller

1 18 So. 12th

753-141111

Mickey Futrell
Brian Barnett
Eddie Sheridan
Chad Windsor
Bloni Dottelson
Derek
Plummer
Stephan Williamson
Matthew
Price
Brian Provine
Shane
Barth
Scott Downy
Brian Anderson
Brett Bazzell

Coaches: Teddy Cohoon, Joe Pat Cahoon, Clyde
Adkins

601 N.

Todd Vinson
David Rice
Sean Waller
Robert Weatherly
Trent Nix
Brad Erwin

MURRAY

Portraits. Weddings, Frames
One Day Processing

Storeys Park League

Lassiter Plaster

Peoples Bank 1-Ball
Matthew Weatherly
Lisa Warner
Brad Ynrcus
Rob Carpenter
Tobey Egstrom
Steven Watkins
Scott Conklin

A rtcraft Photography

Your UNIROYAL Tire Dealer

1105 Pope

Lassiter Plaster Park League

Ion Burkeen
Jay Newton
Benji Kelly
Chris Harp
Adam Riley
Matt Maness

Bobby Atkins-Manager
Jimmy Kelly-Coach

1',,2 Blocks East of So. 12th

Phone 7534424

Mack & Mack Marine Sales 1-Ball

Mike Brock
Jeff Thompson
Kent Dodd
Chad Bazzell
Brett Rabatin
Tony Atkins

Rick Mute
Michael Carr
Ashley Hock
Jason Stevenson
Nicholas Jones
Mac McCuiston

Carroll Tire Service

753-4925

1303 Main

Artcratt Photo Kentucky League

Coaches: Chic Mute, Charles Hoak

Dairy Queen

605 Maple Sheet' -

NW

Bradley Kelso
Mitchell McClain
Robbie Magary
Ryan Vanover
John Key
Billy Coo
Matthew Cox

Kim Johnson
lames Stubbs
Ricky Boyle
Justin Rouse
Jason Rouse
Matthew Mavity

Coaches: Sam Fuson and Randy Hahn

Carroll Tire & Wheel
Alignment Park League

7594779

Federal Sa
7153o 12th Sl]
at
7534214
,-

& Loanvigs

---- __,

Assn.

iiik

7th and Main
753-792?

Mb

516 Melo
753-6067

1311 Syi
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_
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It 4 highly unlikely that when Abner Doubleday
invited a game in Cooperstown, N.Y., in l839 he expected it to capture the heart of an entire nation
But, whether it's the bottom of the ninth in the
seventh game of the World Series or the first time
your five-year-old gets a hit In T-ball, baseball has
been and always will be America's favonte pasttime,
Competition around Murray reflects the attitude
of the game that would even please Doubleday The
windup of the pitcher, the runner leading off first,
anticipation by the infielders, the pitch and the swing of the bat.
Dusty infields at the park resemble packed professional stadiums with Mom and Dad. Brother and
Sister and a few friends behind the backstop rooting
for their favorite slugger
Competition IA what makes baseball. And Murray
has the competition — from T-ball to intercollegiate
play at Murray State and everywhere in between,
The Murray Ledger & Times salutes all local
players for helping to continue America's number
one athletic tradition.

Rotary Club Kentucky League

Stephen Downey
Bruce Thurmond
Scott Cain
Scott Rose
Marty Johnson
Jonathan Gresham

Druthers Little League

Pagliai's Little League

Benji Bogard
Jeff Summerville
Roger Herndon
David Outland
Steven Conner
Ronald Nelson

Joey Waller
Daryl Eldridge
Jason Grimes
Benji Gresham
Greg Milton
Chad Turner

Stanley Waller-Manager
Danny Grimes-Coach

James Gibson-Manager
larue Balmer-Coach

. .

•

James Payne
Charles Archer
Lance Balmer
Derrick Toner
Eric Gibson

Mark Galloway
David McDowell
Brad Pritchett
Jason Winchester
James h
David Gish

Hawaiin Tropic Jr. Babe Ruth
Tony Bybee
Mitch Fain
Mark Garrison
Eddie Hendon
Will Holt
Mark Miller
Chris Padgett
lohn M. Potts

John Muehleman
Brian Jackson
Chris Byron
David Wesson
Erica Mustegrow

Michael Pratt
Todd Ross
Brad Skinner
Ben 'goo
lay Watson
Mark West
John McFerror

Steve West-Manager
Cary Miller-Coach

Leland Buchanan-Manager
Dana Gish-Coach

.4rahr - Pagliai's Pizza
,
,
Druthers
di irgir9g inc.
510 Main St.
Rotary Club .WWI,
753-2975
Restaurant
AV $ I\ to
, PoN ft'•11 $ .

enter

il

..•it

...7pAcisms

)035

_Fast Delivery)

d.str.butor ofS
ri
r
c le products
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>
[nix Interiors Kentucky League

gue

nan

Gene Cook
Alan Miller
Y011 Gentry
Andy hiarello
Jimmy Page
Scott Lyons
Darren Foster

.

Flav-O-Rich Little League

Mike Kelso
William Beale
Charlie Welt°
Brad Hale
Sean Stogner
Leslie James

Bryan Hale
Tripp Nix
IV Adams

-Tefrimicalion
Jamey Armstrong
Tim Armstrong

Ken Miller-Manager
Charlie Beale-Coach

Mark Whitaker
Richard lames
Eric Grogan
Michael Bomareto
Michael Rice

David Sykes
Mike Bucy
Shea Ellis, —
Shane Pashall
Tony Waller
Allen Bazzel
Dean Shoemaker

Chip Adams
Gbad Wood&
Jeff Harvey- Fred Jones
Robert Jr. Jones

.

4,1112V

Chestnut St.
753-1474

Fukmareipscai
000...../*

INTERIORS

David Lawrence
David Lawrence
David Randolph
Tim Stalls
Scott Taylor
Dennis Thurmond
Darryl Workman
Mike Ray

Glen Grogan-Manager
Kevin Wright-Coach
,

.
753-8$44

"

Chuck Adams
body Burkeen
Mike Butwell
Mike'Wan(
_ r,
Tim Greer
Mitch Grogan
Rick Grogan
Jimmy Kelley

Ken Bucy-Manager
Ray Harvey-Coach

Jerry McCallon-Manager
John Adams-Coach
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Lions Club Jr. Babe Ruth

Fraternal Order of Police little League

Fraternal
Order of Police

N. 4th &
Chestnut
Murray
7534202

Lions Club
,

Jaycees Kentucky League

David Potts
Monty McCuiston
Craig Schwettman
Mickey Hill
Robbie Danner
Joey Baust

' Devanti's Little League

1890's Little League
Michael Fulton
Darren Jones
Chris Hays
Todd Seargent
jason Sammons
Jim Hornbuckle

Heath Crouch
Billy McMillen
Melanie Julian
Chris Weatherly
Jason Wright
Tony Patrick

Eddie Schwettman-Manager
Jamie McMillen-Coach

Jeff Durham
Brian Rudolph
Jimmy Allen Tripp
Jon West
Trice Seargent

Steve Sammons-Manager
Keith Hays-Coach

I

Center

32 Flavors

Honddipped

Brian Krizan
Bob Kemp
Kyle Roberts
Jamie Shields
Adam Chambers

Jerry Wade-Manager
Skip Chambers-Coach

1890's Ice
Diliel"d Cream Parlor
On Chestnut

Micky Jones
Trever Knight
Mark Watkins
Frank Blaustein
Monty Stalls
Scott Miller

7513604

,ICIt=ti's
Chestnut
Street

753-1314

H & R Block Jr. Babe Ruth
Chip Adkins
Ron Kohlenberger
Aaron Barrett
Shawn McClure
Ross Bolen
Shayne Morris
Sammy Bomarico
Brad Newsome
Mitchell Conley
Jody Speight
Edward Crutchfield Rusty Wright
Greg Futrell
Shane Guthrie
Barry Harrell
Tommy McClure-Manager
Kent Wright-Coach
—

H & R BLOCK CO.
Tox Reporting
Murray

903 Arcadia

753-9204
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Hutson Company Little league

Crouse Motor Sales Kentucky League
Doug Payne
Joey Bazzell
Michael Barnett
Kevin Newell
Heath Walls
Kevin Hill
Kevin Turner

Carey Alexander
David Darcus
Patrick Gunton
Charles Hampton
Corey Wells
left Call

Nark Simmons
Nation Clark
km Wilson
Marty Williams
Teddy Delaney
Christian Crouse

Bobby Bazzell-Manager
Bill Payne-Coach

..

John Orr-Manager
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John McMillen
Chuck Baker
Monty Morton
Jim Brannon
Kelly Starks
Tony Cloys
Kris Starks
Eddie Frazier
Kris Starks
Dwayne Gammons
Sam Taylor
Steve Malone
Steve Wells
Allen McClard
David West
Mark McClard
Steve Harvey
Bobby Malone-Manager
Knuth Starks-Coach

Gary Galloway
Brian Doyle
Cary Miller
Rowland Conley
Tom Schwettman
Randy Scarbongh
Vick Marshall
Hal Orr
Jerry Spann
Coaches. lames Meow Tommy Marshall

'
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Wade Smith
Boo Hargrove
Jan Biiegton
ll
David McMillen
M ll
left Downy
Ronnie Race
Dave Milton
Darren Hooper
Mike Toth
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753-4904
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Holland Drugs Senior Babe Ruth League
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Justin Crouse
Scott Foster
Mark Miller
Patrick Orr
Jamie Paschall
Shay Mitchell

Kiwanis Jr. Babe Ruth

For All Your Fertilizer Needs
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Navratilova, Lloyd in bottle of the best
By JAMES LITKE
AP Sports Writer
WIMBLEDON,
England AP — Martina
Navratilova finally faced
the real Chris Evert
Lloyd, not her shadow.
The top seeded women
at Wimbledon were
paired on Centre Court today at the All-England
Tennis Championships.
For Navratilova, it was
a chance to dispel any
doubts about her ascension over the past 12
years to the top of
women's tennis. For
Lloyd, the defending
champion seeded second
this year to Navratilova,
it was a chance to win her
fourth Wimbledon
singles' title.
The 25-year -old
Czechoslovakian-born
left-hander has reached
the finals of her last 19

tournaments, winning 13,
and has a match record of
53-1 this year. Her only
loss was to Sylvia Hanika
of West Germany in the
finals of the Avon Championships in March.
But Navratilova still is
not quite free of the
shadow of Lloyd, against
whom all women players
of the day are measured.
And her nemesis decision to play only a handful of tournaments each
year makes the shadow
loom all the larger.
At stop after stop on the
circuit, Navratilova
emerges victorious, only
to be asked how she rates
herself against the 27year-old Lloyd, who is
conspicuous by her
absence.
"This time I am excited
to be here, especially
after losing the last two

years in the semifinals,"
said Navratilova, who
gained the berth with an
impressive 6-2, 6-2
triumph over No.11 Bettina Bunge.
"It's awful to think you
have to wait another
year, and that you never
really recover until you
win Wimbledon again,"
Navratilova said. "In
your mind, you see the
chances you should have
taken. I couldn't bear it if
Wimbledon was held
every four years like the
World Cup or the Olympics."
Lloyd came into the
match holding three
Wimbledon singles
crowns. Navratilova had
won twice, both coming
at the expense of Lloyd.
"Today (Friday/1, the
pressure was on me. I
needed a tough match

like this one," said Lloyd,
who derailed Billie Jean
King's remarkable quest
for a seventh women's
crown with a 7-6, 24, 6-3
dectaion. "Tomorrow
(Saturday), it is not. And
when that's the case, I
play aggressively. The
pressure will be on MarOn the men's side,
defending champion John
McEnroe took on young
Tim Mayotte, the only
unseeded player to reach
the semifinals, while No.2
Jimmy Connors met
Mark Edmondson, the
Australian grass-court
specialist who is seeded
No.12.
Connors had beaten Edmondson in all four of
their meetings. McEnroe
and Mayotte had never
met before, and both arrived at today's match by

Whitey
t tletit
tribula
Louis ma

virtue of impressive wins
Friday.

011 11°'
McEnroe withstood a
blistering early attack by
fifth-seeded Johan Kriek
of South Africa to register
a 4-6,6-2, 7-5, 6-3 decision,
while the 21-year-old
Mayotte played like a
grizzled veteran in
ousting No. 11 Brian
Teacher 6-7, 7-6, 7-5, 3-6,
6-1.
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Teacher was the third
seed victimized by
Mayotte, the 1981 NCAA
champion from Stanford
University who uses his 6foot-3 frame to full advantage in the serve-andvolley game. His victory
marked the sixth consecutive year an unseeded player has gained the
semifinal round at
Wimbledon.

Weiskopf one shy of W. Open lead
By CHARLES
CHAMBERLAIN
4.
AP Sports Writer
•• OAK BROOK, Ill. ( AP,
4,— Tom Weiskopf says the
*Butler National golf
:course isn't the type of
'layout where anyone can
;run away from the pack.
- He proved it by charging to within one stroke of
•frontrunner Bob Gilder
:going into today's third
.round of the Western
-Open.
; Gilder's putter cooled
in the misty, sometimes
*windy conditions of Fri:day's second round. He
'scored a 1-under-par 71 as
:some new pin placements
.tightened the course.
(where 24 players broke
par in the opening round.
Sixteen did it Friday.
Weiskopf uncorked a
:67, with four birdies for a
.32 on the back nine and
"drew up at the halfway
mark with an 8-under 136
to Gilder's 135.
- Larry Nelson, the 1979

Western winner and
defending PGA champion, was at 138 with a 72,
and Jim Booros, who has
not won a PGA tournament, and Kermit Zarley
shared 139 with 73 and 71
respectively.
The cutoff was 149, with
81 players qualifying for
the final 36 holes.
"It was a different
course." Gilder said, adding that he was "less
relaxed" than on Thursday. But his 71 was his
sixth successive subpar
round, a streak that stretches back to his 19-underpar win in the
Westchester Classic.
His 135 set a course
record for 36 holes ( three
players had held the
record at 136) and his
opening 64 set a singltround mark for the 7,097yard layout.
"It's nice to know
you're human, huh?"
Gilder grinned. "A 71
seems kind of large after

-That's the way
YOU want
it."

LAIR 2
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what I've been shooting. I
came down to earth and
missed some putts. I did
more scrambling — it
wasn't an exciting
round."
Although he missed a
couple of four-foot putts
— one costing him an
eagle — and others in the
8-to-10 foot range that he
was making in the first
round, he did not have a
three-putt green.
"In the second round of
the U.S. Open at Pebble
Beach, I three-putted
from 12 feet, and I
haven't three-putted
since," said Gilder, who
has played eight rounds
without taking more than
two putts on a green.
Weiskopf walked off the
course in the second
round of the 1976 Western
after slamming two tee
shots into the lake on No.
10. But he said the situation is different now.
"I am in a position to
have a chance to win and

I'm glad to be there,"
Weiskopf said.
His victory in the LaJet
Classic at Abilene, Texas,
last fall was the first time
he had won in 32 years.
His best finish this year
was a third in the Los
Angeles Open and a tie
for third at San Diego.
"I left the tour for
about two months — had
some personal things I
had to do," said
Weiskopf. "I had problems but they weren't
big ones. I've been
reading about them, but
none of those reports is
right. Golf is not all my
life any more, my
priorities are different
and my goals are different.
"I'll play only 19 or 20
tournaments this year
and my 'next stop will be
in the British Open," he
added.
In 17 Western Opens,
Weiskopf's best finish
was second to Tom Watson in 1974, the first year
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On the 478-yard No, 12,
Weiskopf three-putted,
missing a 2s-foot putt,
but begot his par.
"I felt upset and
frustrated after that, and
it was a long walk to the
next tee," he said.

MSU CAMP — More than 300 youths participated recently in Racer coach
Ron Greene's basketball clinic. Above, Greene tells Mark Boggess
(crouching) how to defend Joe Curd. Also pictured are (left) Trevor
Mathis and Rob Anderson. Pictured below with Greene are (from left)
Michael Carr,8, Jay Newton,9, Mike Brock, 10, and Stephen Gresham, 7.

By ED SHEARER
AP Sports Writer
ATLANTA (AP) —Bob
Homer called it "just a
typical game for us — a
little bit of defense, a little bit of offense."
Horner supplied most
of the offense and
Claudell Washington provided the key defensive
play when he robbed
Wayne Krenchicki of a
ninth-inning homer as the
Atlanta Braves trimmed
the Cincinnati Reds 6-4

Friday night.
"You just can't put
your finger on it," said
Homer, who drove in two
runs with a single and his
14th homer of the year
and third in two games.
"Our overall play has
been winning us these
ball games."
Homer's sixth-inning
homer off Tom Seaver, 49, got the Braves
deadlocked at 4-4 before
Rafael Ramirez drove in
the winning run with a

But he collected
himself, parring the 13th,
and then strung together
three birdies on a pair of
six-foot putts and a 12footer. It put him on the
heels of Gilder, who has
led the PGA tournament
pack for six successive
rounds, including his
wire-to-wire Westchester
triumph.
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"I didn't have a bogey
in the second round and
that is something on this
course. It was one of my
best rounds for a while,"
Weiskopf said.

For all your Travel Reservations Coll

Marjorie and Bill Major
753-0880
American and International Troveltime

bloop single to center that
followed a walk to Chris
Chambliss and Bruce
Benedict's sacrifice.
Ramirez also scored on
the play on an errant
throw by third baseman
Johnny Bench toward second that sailed into the
outfield.
It was the first time
since Aug. 7, 1978, that
the Braves had beaten
Seaver, who had downed
Atlanta six consecutive
times, but saw his career
record against it drop to
32-9.
"I didn't pitch very
well," said Seaver, who
was chased in the sixth on
the hot, muggy night
after moving ahead of
Bob Gibson into fifth
place on the all-time
strikeout list with 3,119.
He had three strikeouts in
the game and moved
ahead of Gibson's 3,117
when he fanned Ramirez
in the fourth inning .

Keep It Glean

Postleads Jackson Classic
TORONTO(AP) — Hollis
Stacy offered as good a
perspective as anyone on
Sandra Post and the
Canadian veteran's sudden decline in fortunes on
the women's pro golf
tour.
"I'm getting sick of
people asking me what's
wrong with Sandra,"
Stacy said Friday after
her 73 score left her in a

big group holding down
second place and chasing
the Oakville, Ont., native
in the $200,000 Peter
Jackson Classic. "She's
only human, just like the
rest of us. She's just not
having a great yeac."
But Post, admittedly
having a problem with
her play because of
pressures from outside
sources, is having a great

THE MoriiE STORE
— Videocassette Rentals —
901-644-1003

324-C Tyson Ave., Paris, TN

641M1160:41=M64

Your air-conditioner filter
should be cleaned or
rep4aced when it becomes
dirty. A dirty, clogged filter
puts a strain on your system
and causes it to use more
energy. Check your filter
frequently.
During the cooling season,
clean aluminum mesh filters

or replace fiberglass filters.
WM help your system work
easier and more efficiently

IT'LL
SAVE

KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
ARTS

Yl

2 New Corvette's In Stock
We Also Have 3 Used 1981 Models

753-5312
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'Typical'play wins for Braves
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tournament. She's playing at a level that could
make her the first Canadian to win this • Ladies
Professional Golf
Association event since
Jocelyne Bourassa in
1973, when it was known
as the Canadian Open
women's tournament.
No Canadian has won
the lone Canadian stop on
the women's tour since it
became a major attaction
— along with the LPGA
and U.S. Open championships— in 1978.
Post, who missed the
two previous tournaments and threatened
to pass up this one, too,
unless she could
straighten out her swing,
left the impression there
was little wrong with her
game when she carved
out a 69 Friday for a 36hole score of 139, 5 under
par.
Stacy was tied for second at 142 with firstround leader Beth Daniel,
Sandra Haynie and Dale
Eggeling. Daniel, who
had a 67 Thursday, was
unable to master the
tricky winds that gusted
In from the southwest at
20 knots and blew to a 75.
Haynie, winner of her
41st tour title at
Rochester last weekend,
had a 71 and Eggeling,
who had one of nine
eagles posted Friday,
ftnished with a 72.
At 143 were Beverly
Klass (71), defending
champion Jan Stephenson (73) and 1976 tournament winner Donna
CAmoni (73).
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Herzog disappointed with
Cards' recent bad breaks
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BA.
Writer
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National League East
race 23 heating up but not
yet the temperament of
Whitey Herzog despite
tribulation for the St.
Louis manager.
''Like I say, this is the
best umpiring crew in the
league,' said Herzog
following a 4-3 setback
Friday night by the Cardinals at the hands of the
Chicago Cubs. "Breaks
may even out, but it
doesn't seem like it the
last two weeks.
St. Louis, the victim
June 24 of a disputed
Philadelphia Phillies
home run, bit the dust
against Chicago via a
controversial call at first
base.
Ozzie Smith tapped a
one-out grounder to shortstop with Ken Oberkfell
at third base and Willie
McGee at first in the sixth
inning. Cubs second
baseman Junior Kennedy's double play relay
pulled Bill Buckner off
first, but umpire Billy
Williams ruled Smith out.
A chorus of boos
erupted from a Busch
Stadium crowd of 27,318,
and the television replay
showed a leaping
Buckner clearly in the air
as Smith crossed the bag.
But, of course,
Williams' decision held.

"I thought he was safe,"
a composed Herzog said
afterward. "He
(Williams) said he
wasn't. He said he
(Buckner I came down on
the bag."
Denied the Cards by the
disputed call was a run
which would have unlocked a 3-3 tie
Instead, the winning
run was scored the next
inning by Chicago. But
even that, on Larry
Bowe's leadoff double
followed by Steve
Henderson's sacrifice
and Ryne Sandberg's
grounder, drew disagreement from St. Louis.
"We thought we had
Bowa," said Herzog with
a shrug. "He left his footprints about a foot in
front of home plate."
As might have ben expected, Cubs Manager
Lee Ella was prepared to
accept both of the pivotal
calls philosophically.
"I didn't even see the
one at first base. I was in
the corner of the dugout,
and everybody was in my
way," Elia said. "I don't
think we've had maybe a
handful of close calls go
our way all this year."
Preceding the calls
which accounted for the
late furor, Chicago
scored twice in the opening inning and increased
its lead against left-

hander Dave LaPoint, 42, to 3-0 two innings later
St. Louis nibbled away
at the Cubs' advantage. It
got one run back in the
bottom of the third on
Lonnie Smith's single,
closed to 3-2 in the fourth
on Darrell Porter's
sacrifice fly and created
the tie in the fifth on
George Hendrick's RBI
double.
The setback, preventing the Cards from
recapturing first place in
the jammed NL East, set
none too well with Ozzie
Smith, the mildmannered victim of the
call at first.
"It's one thing to miss
one when you're 15 or 20
feet away," said Smith,
referring to the home run
call which had gone
against St. Louis in
game nine days earlier.
"But when you're right
on top of the play, there's
absolutely no excuse."
Ken Kravec, 1-0, who
pitched a scoreless sixth
for Chicago, picked up
the victory with relief
help over the final three
innings from Dick
Tidrow, who earned his
first save.
"There were a lot of
turning points in that
one," said Herzog. "I
don't have a comment to
make on the umpiring. I
thought he (Williams)
missed it. I think
everyone else did, too."

Brewers busy busting fences,
gain game on leader Boston
By HERSCHEL
The Brewers' attack
NISSENSON
made an easy winner of
AP Sports Writer
Bob McClure, who scatThe Milwaukee tered eight hits. Trailing
Brewers are busting 4-2 in the third inning,
down so many fences Milwaukee scored five
these days that fans may runs off loser Mike Torbe in almost as much rez, including
danger as opposing pit- tying two-run a gamedouble by
chers.
Simmons
Cecil Cooper, whose Thomas' and the first of
two' homers.
seventh-inning grand
slam — one of four Dave Stapleton and
Milwaukee homers — ac- Dwight Evans homered
counted for the final four for Boston.
runs in a 14-5 rout of the Royals 7, Angels 2
Amos Otis drove in
Boston Red Sox Friday
night, was asked if he three runs and John
would pay to see the Wathan stole his 26th
Brewers if he weren't a base, four short of the
major league record for
player.
"No, I'd be afraid to go catchers, as Kansas City
to the ballpark," he sliced the Angels' lead in
replied. "I wouldn't sit in the AL-West to Piz games.
the bleachers, that's for Otis had an RBI double in
sure. Did you see the second, while McRae,
(Boston's) Jim Rice out the league RBI leader
there in left field? On a with 70, also doubled a
fly ball he started back run across in the eighth.
Wathan stole his 26th
every time. He knew
where they were going." base of the season in the
The four home runs fourth inning. The major
gave the Brewers 31 in league record for cattheir last 14 games, chers is 30 by Ray Schalk
breaking the American of the 1916 Chicago White
League record of 29 in 14 Sox.
games set by the 1961
"It will be nice to get it
New York Yankees.
and have something to
In other AL games, the remember when I leave
Kansas City Royals trim- the game," said Wathan.
med the California "I'll be doing
it for the
Angels 7-2, the Baltimore catchers of the
world. For
Orioles edged the Detroit years and years
we've
Tigers 5-4, the New York
Yankees shaded the had a bad rap as dumpy
guys
who
can't
run.
Cleveland Indians 3-1, the
Texas Rangers blanked Maybe I'll give all catchers
something
to
be
the Oakland A's 7-0 and
the Toronto Blue Jays proud of. But with the emclubbed the Minnesota phasis nowadays on
Twins 9-4. The Seattle- speed, I guarantee it
Chicago game was rained won't last' as long as the
out after 4'1 innings tied old one.•'
4-4,
Orioles 4, Tigers 1
Milwaukee's 17-hit
Eddie Murray and
bombardment also in- Ripken Jr. homered Cal
to
cluded a pair of two-run back the six-hit
homers by Gorman of Jim Palmer,pitching
Tippy
Thomas, a two-run shot Martinez
and Tim Stodby Ted Simmons and five dard and rally Baltimore.
hits by Robin Yount as The Tigers led
4-1 with
the Brewers pulled within the help
of Lance Parone game of the first- rish's two-run
homer
place Red Sox in the Al, when starter Jack Morris
East.
• walked two batters in the
"There's only one ex- Baltimore fifth.
Murray
planation — they're all then hit his Ilth home
run
good hitters," said of the season
to tie the
Harvey Kuenn, who game 4-4. An
inning
manages the Brewers, Ripken homered later,
off Pat
also known of late as Underwood for the
winnHarvey's Wallbangers. ing run.
''I've never seen Yankees 3,Indiana 1
anything like it. They've
Dave Winfield hit solo
been doing it for a month, home runs in the first and
and after a week ninth innings and Roger
everyone said that they Erickson gained his first
couldn't keep the pace, victory in a New York
and they sure are."

uniform. Erickson yielded one run and six hits in
5 2-3 innings and Dave
LaRoche, George Frazier
and Rich Gossage protected the lead. Erickson,
acquired May 12 from
Minnesota, is 1-4 with the
Yankees, 5-7 overall.
Gossage retired the final
six Cleveland batters to
record his 14th save.
Rangers 7, A's 0
Charlie Hough fired a
two-hitter, Billy Sample
homered on Brian
Kingman's first pitch of
the game to start a 14-hit
attack and Lamar
Johnson drove in three
runs as Texas moved into
fifth place in the AL West
ahead of the stumbling
A's.

Wanda Brown, of Oaks
Country Club, carded a
hole-in-one at the InState women's golf tournament at Paducah's
Paxton Park, Wednesday.
She hit her driver on
the par-3, 179-yard eighth
hole for her first ace in 10
years of playing. She
recorded an 86 for the
day. The event was
witnessed by Mary
Bogard, Vickie Nance
and Betty Vowel.
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Sports briefly
TRACK AND FIELD
INDIANAPOLLS ( AP)
— Carl Lewis, Evelyn
Ashford set meet records
in the men's and women's
100-meter dashes and
Darrell Robinson
established a 400-meter
mark in the first day o
the 18th dual track and
field meet between the
United States and the
Soviet Union.

spot.

We Also Rent Ryder Trucks
1102 Chestnut St.
753-7362

By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
Dodger Stadium used
to bring out the best in
Don Sutton when he was
pitching for the Los
Angeles Dodgers.
Nothing's changed now
that he's pitching for the
Houston Astros.
"It's exciting coming
back here," Sutton said
after hurling the Houston
Asir% to a 4-1 victory
over the Dodgers Friday
night with ninth-inning
relief help from Frank
LaC-orte. "The highest
and the lowest moments
of my career have been in
this ballpark."
The 37-year-old righthander was zeroing in on
a shutout, but his former
teammates spoiled it for
him when Ron C,ey singled home a run with one
out in the ninth.
That sent Sutton to the
showers, amidst an ovation mingled with some
boos from the Dodger
Stadium crowd of 43,364.
"I really felt good in the
eighth inning, but complete games are not as
important to me as they
used to be," said Sutton,
finding no fault with
Manager Bill Virdon's
decision to take him out.
'Unless I really feel like I
am in command, I don't
mind at all turning it over
to someone who's fresh.
"The ball was really
moving tonight, I had
good location, but I'm not

First and second /team
All Stars have been announced in the ,Murray
Little League.
The two tea ms.
selected from the rosters
of the seven league
representatives, will
compete in post-season
play beginning July 12.
The seven teams and
their regular season
records are as follows:
Hutson Company, 12-0;
DeVanti's, 8-4; Druthers,
6-6; 1890's, 5-7; Pagliais,
5-7; Flav-O-Rich, 4-8; and
Fraternal Order of
Police, 2-10.

The first team of all
stars, coached by John
Orr and managed by
Steve Sammons includes:
. Bob Kemp, Jamie
Shields, Jason Sammons,
Todd Seargent, Trice
Seargent, David Sykes,
Benjamin Bogard, James
Payne, Carey Alexander,
Patrick Gupton, Corey
Wells, Mark Whitaker,
Eric Grogan, Jason Winchester and Scott Foster.
This team will host the
Benton All Stars, July 12,
at 7:30 p.m. at the Murray Little League field.
The game will be the first
in the district playoffs.

The second all star
team consists of:
Mickey Jones, Monty
Stalls, Mike Bury, Jeff
Harvey, Fred Jones,
Robert Jones, Jeff SummervWe, David Outland,
Eric Gibson, David Darcus, Scott Adams, Jamey
Armstrong, Tim Armstrong, Brad Pritchett,
and John Muehleman.
The team will be
managed by Jerry Wade
and coached by James
Gibson and will travel to
a tournament in
Mayfield, July 19. Exact
playing time will be announced later.

going to intimidate Of
blow anybody away
anymore with my pitches'
Sutton, 8-4, scattered
six hits, struck out five
and walked two before
leaving the game. He
gained his first victory
since May 21 as LaCorte
earned his first save.
Houston took a 1-0 lead
in the first inning against
Vicente Romo, 0-2. With
one out, Terry Puhl was
hit by a pitch, then came
home on successive
singles by Ray Knight
and Jose Cruz.
Luis Pujols hit his second homer to lead off the
Houston second. The
Astros were blanked until
the ninth when they
scored on RBI singles by
Art Howe and Pujols.
Sutton evened his
career record against his
former club at 4-4, and it
was his 249th career victory.

Correction
A story in Friday's
paper incorrectly stated
the Racers beat the Cards
in girls' softball. The
Cards won the game 12-2,
hitting five home runs
and limiting the Racers
to seven hits.

Getting
settled
made
simple

Park League All-Stars

New-town dilemmas. fade after a
WELCOME WAGON call
As WELCOME WAGON Representative,
it's my lob to help you make the most of
your new neighborhood. Shopping areas
Community opportunities Special attractions. Lots of ups to save you time and
money
Plus a basket of gifts for your family.
114 be listening for your call

Mary
Hamilton
Asst.
753-5570

eraimnii=cfn
I Ingeborg King

Kathryn Outland 753-3079

492-8348

MOTORCYCLE
AUCTION SALE
Friday July 9 - 7:00 P.M.
Auction To Be Held
At Overby Honda Warehouse
4th & Sycamore beside the
Flower Basket

Last week we sold over 1100
bags of chick feed:
Last week we sold over 18
tons horse feed:

a.,

Last week we sold over 5 ton
dog feed:
Check our prices you will see
why.
Dan Buchanan

Buchanan Feed
753-5378

PURINA
CHOWS

Industrial Rd.
Murray, Ky.
11.11144.%1
j110111
•
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Overby Honda has sold so many new Hondas that they are over
stocked on nice trade-ins. This is your chance to buy at your
run over • rice.

TO BE AUCTIONED
Mini Bikes
Dirt Bikes
ATC - 3 Wheeler
Odyssey 4 Wheelers
Small L Med. road Bikes
Go Carts

Dan Miller
Auctioneer
*All Sales Final
*Cash & Carry Only
Not Responsible For Any Accidents

Register for free mini bike to be given away. Must be present
do win.

You Are Invited To Hear

Oaks' Brown
hits hole-in-one

Sutton excited about
4-1 win over Dodgers

DICK SZTANYO
BROWN TRAIL SCHOOL OF PREACHING
BEDFORD (FT. WORTH), TEXAS

PREACH THE GOSPEL
•

This is your chance of a lifetime to bid on quality merchandise at auction prices-you' make your own bargains, so
come on out and save

HICKORY GROVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
JULY 4 - 9
Jul/ 4— ServIcse: BSC a.m.. 1010 mm.. 730 p.m.
July S - S — Servicee: /10 p m

— Everyone Welcome —

Ows Opea at 6:M
Sale Starts Promptly at 1:00
OM S. 43 SI.

fins & feathers
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West Kentucky Outdoors
"You itchin' yet?"
Wayne Robertson asked
rne with a laugh.
"Yeah,
some
I
answered, acknowledging a problem common to
all sportsmen who spend
very many hours on the
water or in the woods.
Earlier in the morning a
stiff shower had drenched
us. Now our clothes were
trying to dry out, producing that dependable itching in the posterior
region. It was driving me
nuts.
We were on Lake
Malone at the juncture of
southern
Kentucky's
Todd,
Logan
and
Muhlenberg Counties. 'A
front
was
passing
through, accounting for
the rain and leaden skies
which lingered overhead.
But! learned quickly that
Wayne Robertson isn't
one to let a few raindrops
stop him, particularly
when a state record

largemouth bass might
be at stake.
Not that the record
breaking was imminent,
but it WAS possible. It's
always possible on Lake
Malone, if you listen to
Robertson, state biologist
David Bell or others who
know the small reservoir
intimately. This impoundment is a midget
compared to other lakes
in western Kentucky. But
in recent years it's gained
a rightful reputation as
the best producer of
trophy bass in the state. I
called Robertson and invited myself to go fishing
with him to learn why.
Wayne Robertson lives
close by Lake Malone in
the town of Dunrnor. He
and his wife operate a
convenience store, and
they also own the Springer Bait Company,
maker of Double Trouble
buzz baits, Woodchopper
spinners and Lucy jigs.

by wade bourne

Robertson divides his
time between the store,
the bait business, tournament bass fishing and
prowling Lake Malone's
depths for Old Lmesides.
Between
casts the
angler told me the history
of Malone. "The lake is
700 acres in size. It was
impounded in 1962, a joint
project between the Kentucky Department of Fish
and Wildlife Resources
and the Soil Conservation
Service," he said. The
lake has two main arms
along the old channels of
the Rocky and Sulphur
Springs Creeks. Though
small in terms of surface
acres, Lake Malone's
arms are also narrow and
twisting, providing a lot
of shoreline mileage for
fish and fishermen.
The lake is very
beautiful with hardwood
surroundings,
spectacular bluffs and its own
natural bridge rock for-

mation.
During ... the
course of the morning we
saw wood ducks, beavers,
soaring hawks and even
an inquisitive copperhead
which swam up to the
boat for a look.
But a lot of lakes are
beautiful. Why the extra
interest in Malone? "In
one five-day period in the
early spring of 1981, the
lake gave up more than 10
bass over five pounds.
Several of these were
over eight pounds, and a
couple over ten," said
biologist David Bell in a
post-trip interview. In
December, 1981, Dean
Stiff of Owensboro caught
an 11 pound, 9 ounce
monster. Other anglers,
including Wayne Robertson, believe they've hooked fish that would top the
14 pound mark. Bell says
he believes the next state
record bass will come
from these waters.
There's no doubt that

KEY AUTO
PARTS
SUYER

SELLER OF LATE MODEL SALVAGE & AUTO PARTS
• COMPLETE ENGINES
• TRANSMISSIONS
• REAR ENDS
• STARTERS•DOORS
• ALTERNATORS
• WHEEL COVERS
• RADIOS• WHEELS
• AUTO ACCESSORIES
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felt nothing but slack. r maybe, just maybe, that
know it was a good bass- fabled 14-pounder!

rishing Line
by jerry maupin
Sauger fishing has been
good all week, with the
morning being the best
time of day to fish.
I have been getting out
on the lake by 6:30 or so
and they were banging
away!
I fished three mornings
with John and Betty
Foster of Milwaukee and
I must say we had a great
time. John claimed, not
to be a fisherman, but
after three trips out he
has been converted!
He really had the touch
for Sauger, keeping Betty's feet to the fire everyday.
She came through with
flying colors though, catching her share and then
topping it off with a big
pound striped bass.
We caught over 60
Sauger but only kept 56
and then we had several
stripes mixed in for icing.
I am looking forward to
fishing with these people
again!
I watched Gary, Krista
and Jo Crass fish for
Sauger and stripes last
weekend and I believe
they had 22 Sauger and a
live well full of stripes
when a rain cloud forced
them to quit.
This was the first time
Jo Crass had fished in 15
years and she was
beautiful!
There were several incidents along the way and
I don't have the space this
week to tell you but, next
week I'll let you in on
some funny stories about
this trip!
Brian and Tanya Berfield fished with me Tuesday afternoon and we got
into some big striper
"jumps". This was a first
for both of them and they
had a ball.
rrealN got tickled at
Brian when he kept bringing in fish he didn't
know was on his lure.
We trolled for Sauger

awhile and Brian had a
little trouble telling the
"bottom bump" from
that of a Sauger so, four
times in a row we completed a run and he
brought in a sauger that
had been on his lure so
long all of the scales were
worn off!
Tonya really went after
the stripes and took top
honors in that department, making their total
catch forty four fish for
the afternoon.
We plan to do it again
Friday!
I fished for largemouth
bass Tuesday and
Wednesday with Lynn
and Dianna Barras of
Pioneer Ohio.
We put in two long
tough days trying to get a
pattern on the durn things
but we did put some in the
boat.
Many of the bass were
typical of the ones we
have been seeing all spring, undersize.
We lost some good fish
as one always does but
that's part of the game.
Lynn is a super nice
guy and a diehard bass
fisherman that likes to
release his catch for
another time.
His wife Dianna, cast
an ultralight rod with a
1/24 oz, rooster tail spinner while Lynn and I used
bait casting reels.
She caught six different
species of fish on that lure
and a total of 158.
Lynn was very
understanding and gave
up some bass 'n time
Thursday evening so she
could catch 107 fish in one
day!
They plan to return in
the fall when the bass
fishing will be betr.
._
hatching so get dawn to
the lake and do some
sportfishing!
Happy Fishing!
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Licenses — Ice — Supplies

Hwy.68 & 80 At Aurora
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147 Ridge Rd.-Hamlin, Ky.
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are caught year-round,
but far and away the best
time is in early spring
when the water starts
warming up," Wayne
Robertson said. This is
the time to fish jigs/pigs
in black or brown combinations along the deep
banks under the bluffs.
Other good times and
patterns include spring
( through the spawning
season on jigs and buzz
baits, summer nights
with the same baits, and
warm winter days crawling jigs down the deep
points.
Word of Lake Malone's
cache of big bass is
spreading throughout the
mid-South, and more
angling pressure is being
brought to bear on the
resource.
So
far,
however, Wayne Robertson and David Bell agree
that they've seen 'no
slacking off in the lake's
productivity.
Other notes for interested fishermen include: ramps are located
at Shady Cliff Marina
( which
also
has a
restaurant),
Cherokee
Boat Dock and Lake
Malone
State
Park.
There's a 150 horsepower
limit on motors on the
lake, and wildlife officers
are diligent in ticketing
anybody who runs past a
stationary boat without
pulling back on the
power.
And one more note.
Both the angler and the
biologist say most big
bass are caught by locals,
people who fish here often
and learn the lake's intricacies.
So did we catch a
trophy to relieve our itching? Sorry, Charlie, we
only boatesl a few small
keepers. But once while
jigging a steep bank with
my flipping rod, I had a
hard pickup and run
toward deeper.water. The
fish almost Jerked the
pole out of my hands.
When I finally gained my
senses, I reared back and

vet< Att. wax Ase<xtescnic< me,iossoosc

Tires, Wheels & Accessories
Car, Truck Tractor Tires
Road and Field Service
410 N. 4th
753-8364-753-6779
.

Mon.-Sat. 9-9

Sunday 1-5

big proportions of buster
targemouths swim in
Malone.
Beside
the
phenomenal
yield
of
trophy fish, biologist Bell
says shocking surveys
have consistently turned
up figures superior to
bass populations in other
larger, more popular
lakes. Malone has more
bass per acre and larger
bass. In fact, there are
too many largemouths
for the available water,
which has led to the
removal of the 12-inch
size limit on keepers
here.
The obvious question is
WHY this situation exists. Nobody has answers
chiseled in granite, but
it's likely that a combination of factors is responsible.
First is Lake Malone's
size. It's easier to sample
smaller lakes, to get a
more accurate picture of
standing fish populations.
When you know what a
lake has in it, it's easier
to manage and alter these
populations for a more
desirable balance.
Probably the main
reason for the big bass is
the fertilization program
run by Bell and his crew.
Nutrient levels of the
water are monitored, and
fertilizer is added each
year ag needed. This
enriched condition produces more food for baitfish, which stimulates
more and bigger bass.
Such a fertilization program on a larger lake
would be infeasible.
Lake Malone has good
water quality. It also has
a variety of structure:
channels, stumps, flats,
deep drops under sheer
rock walls. All these
things combine to make it
ideal for bass,' and the
fish have responded by
growing very large in
good numbers.
When is the time to
catch one of Malone's
trophy bass, and how
should an angler set
about the task? "Big fish
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1 Church Pew, 1 Cash
Register, 1 adding
machine, choirs,
wrought iron rocks.
All clothing S5 to
$10. per piece.
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SALE
753- 481

Happy
Birthday
Big Don

Love, Bruce
and Jennifer

NOTJCE
MEMBERS OF WESTERN DARK FIRED
TOBACCO GROWERS ASSOCIATION
The annual meeting of members
will be held at the Murray State
University Livestock Show and Exposition Center on College Farm
Road in Murray, Kentucky,
Wednesday, July 14, 1982, at
10:30 A.M. for the purpose of
hearing the President's report and
a general discussion of the
cooperatives affairs. Business matters include formal ratification of
actian kr the Board of Directors in
Ithe Restatement of Articles and
By-Laws of the Association.
Minnie B. Craig
Secretary41
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Wanted
Paying cash Grano piano for sale
for baseball cords and refinished. New strings.
other sports items new hemmers Rennin
Bring items to Wai by piano technician
Mart in Centre! Center $3000. 437 4431
Sat . July 10 from
11 00a m 1 009 m

$3 SovietOffered

41. Aulo Sersices
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Brick house 3 years old. Duane's Place Used CARPET CLEANING
INFLATION
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eperneeats. Seerater PERU() REALTY - cing.
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1
8
0
9
engine
C•II 753 2662 753-51127
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hese tertn., 22 niers Iii
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ty. Phase 753-5165
753-01139 or 436 1935
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Cameo setting
house with a p •
1970 El Camino extra
from a gold bracelet
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WI deem carpets,
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II S's percent essumeoie
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handyman
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197$ Pinte-cleen,
of Lynn pointment 759 9577, 753
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2641
S18.000
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lou inilarege,
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el
car,
nished
cal
Call
753
1203
753Experienced bOdy man
home on 1 acre Lots of
'photographs
621 or 753-4818.
Partly furnished apar•
Phase 753-3114
needed for days. 49
out buildings, several
Chimney Sweeping
Perdue & Therms.
I CARTER STUDIO
Intent for rent Man or
2346, nights 753.7629
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Do it now
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lesereece
300 11/1o,n
woman
Ask for Terry.
For informa
and berries. S14,500., 1977
Volkswagon
Beene before you need your
keel
lion
Estee
call
also
8x50
753.7506.
mobile
Experienced mechanic,
home nice in good condition Chimney . Later we will
cheap. 753-6386.
Seetkside Court Sq.
Approximately one experienced body man 2 12in. Ford tractor Three room apartment
Call 762 2358 between have a working list Call
week ago, a young needed. Apply in person PiOwS. 318in. Plymouth SM a month plus de435-4348 or 762 4792.
For sale by owner 3 3p.m:end 6p.m.
Money, leetveky
bedroom,
heifer
209
S. 7th St. 753.7333.
motor, 1966 model. 1973 Posit. 1 mile out of city
(cow) appeared
fireplace, gas 1975 Ford
Wholesale
753-4451
Maverick I Concrete, block, brick
limits.
at the Murray State FRIENDLY
Hwy
heat,
1215.
Chevrolet
fully
Phone
carpeted,
400
full
turbo
HOME
door. Greed condition, 21 years experience. No
Jewelers Inc.
University Farm. The TOY PARTIES NOW IN transmission. 1 electric 753.5405 or 436-7876.
basement. New range,
air, power steering, no job to large or small
WESTERN CEDAR
Olympic Nolo
heifer is approximatey OUR 27TH YEAR,
dishwasher included rust!
Two bedroom furnished 3 bedroom 2
Call
IS fuel pump. 753,8649.
$1695
Call Free estimates
bath home Located
Op...9 AM to
2 years old, about 850 EXPANDING
on Elm St 489•2595
753.5476.
AND For sale AA Kirby and and 2 bedroom un
with spacious living
6 Pm daily
lbs and gray in color, it HAS OPENINGS FOR Electrolux vacuum furnished apartment
s area and extremely Shown by appointment 1975 Oldsmobile Cutlass FREE ESTIMATES On
1 PM to 6 PM Sunday
this is your heifer you MANAGERS
only Before 5p.m 753near downtown. 2 bed functional
AND cleaners, with at
ikitchen. 1174. after
Supreme. V 8 engine, All Electrical, Plumb
753-7113
may claim by calling DEALERS. PARTY tachments.
5p.m. 753ing, Painting, and Well
Good as room house on N. 6th. Central heat and air,
real nice. A 1 condition
7978.
Dr
James Long at PLAN EXPERIENCE new. Call Paris 901
Lease
and
deftsit
re•
Pump Needs. Licensed
plus
-642.
economical wood
753 /348
762.3327
quired. No pets. Call stove Extra room
For sale furnished lake
HELPFUL. 7473,
Call 753.0092 or 753.9673.
for
1976
Chevrolet
Monza.
'he Apple Tree School
753-9208 after 4p.m.
front
GUARANTEED TOYS For sale chain
cottage, beautiful
work and play
Triple
link
Good gas mileage. Fence sales at Sears
orovides quality child
AND GIFTS. NO CASH fence by Sears.
now Call Sears 753 7310
Can be Two bedroom brick, air, garage with outside view on Ky. Lake. $1650. Call 753 9261,
care with an
Living room, dining
INVESTMENT, NO seen at 1515 Chaucer
privacy, nice yard. storage. Plus IA beauti
for free estimate for
educational program
COLLECTING, DE- Canterbury. 5400.
Couples preferred. No ful acres located on area, kitchen, 2 be- 1978 Ford Fairmont your needs.
759ior ages 2 through 5
Smith & Wesson
drooms, bath and utility Station Wagon. $3500.
LIVERING. CAR 8. 1018 after
pets. $195. a month. paved road Hwy 444
Also, a summer pro
room. All wall to wall 474 2758 after 6p.m.
PHONE NECESSARY.
44 Moqoum io
Only $39,900
Come
One airconditioner 220 753.6931.
gram is available for
carpet.
CALL COLLECT.
901,642-9368.
presentation boo, 6h.
1981 Cutlass Supreme.
Two bedroom apart- make your offer. Call
volt,
1
stove,
1976
Ford
school age children
CAROL DAY 516-489inch bonen, beim
Four bedroom older Power steering and
ment furnished or un. Spann Realty Assoc
truck.
753-0123,
436-5433.
753-9356.
6395
brakes, AM FM stereo
753-7724.
house
on
large
lot,
furnished.
No pets or
One wheel trailer pivets
storage building. Close and cassette, factory
Woman or man over 18
360 degrees 413x52x1lin. children. Call 753.2271
wheels, new Michelin
to sell Filter Queen
to town Call 753.8563
deep. New tie and tube after 4:30p.m.
Strou,.
vacuUms. Excellent
House for sale by tires, low mileage, ex•
all steel body. Ideal for
Ira
nice. Call 753-3451
pay. Reply to. Box 1025
for Rent
owner. Beautiful 4 bedRealty
tenting. $125. 436-5484.
Paris, Tenn. 38242.
room home near hospi- before 8p.m.
They do not make
Fender guitar and case Rooms for rent 1 block
tal with lots of extras. Cars $200! Trucks $150!
Need money? Sell Avon. excellent
this model anymore
condition $200. from MSU Call 759-9580
Office Caen Is CHM
Energy saving heat Available at local govt
Call 753-0171 or 753-0232.
Seven hem Iveryetwre
VERNON'S Need responsible per- Kenmore gas dryer or 753,1812
pump, central air, 1 v./ sales. Call (refundable)
excellent condition $225.
inSole
Swam
Siete
1911
bath,
WESTERN
garage, dis 1-714-569 0241 ext. 1281
son to babysit toddler on Kenmore gas stove best 34. Houses for Rent
1911 Ceeihreter teed
hwasher, disposal. for directory that shows GENERAL HOME
occasional weekends in offer. Phillips reel to
STORE
Country
Charmer. En.
Large yard with be y04) how to purchase. REPAIR. 15 years ex
teehicky 42171
my home. Must have reel $150. Call 753-0639.
perience. Carpentry,
joy the quiet of our 2
ISM 753-1116
autiful trees, garden 24hrs.
references. Call Victoria
concrete, plumbing,
Olympic Plaza
200 tomatc bedroom garage apar.
spot. Fully assumable
Anytime
759-4486.
juicer $25.99, grape tment. 6 miles east of
50.
roofing,
Open 9 AM to
Trucks
sliding. NO
FHA loan with assis
$05 1. K1000N
Respectable lady to live spiral 56.99, berry Murray. Refrigerat
JOB TO SMALL. Free
9 PM Doily
or,
lance payments 1974 Chevrolet
{Hew
truck
in
with
for
middle
aged
screen
estimates.
$8.99.
Wallen stove, water and carpet.
Days 474
1 PM to 6 PIA Sunday
available to qualified sale. 6 cylinder
Lemma 1 114•444
straight
lady. Room, board, Hdw..Paris, Tenn
Lawn service provided.
753-7113
applicants. Unbelieva - shift. 436 2647 after 2359, nights 474-2276.
Salary. 759.1661.
References required.
Guttering by Sears
ble opportunity for 6p.m.
Mobile
REDUCED TO $13,500. family with
Wanted: girls for low
Call 753-5733.
Sears continuous gut
moderate 1981
Ford pickup 7000 ters
Completely re - modeled income. This one
key selling position with 12x60
installed for your
will go miles.
Mobile home re, For rent like new 2 3
Call after 5p.m
bedroom 1 bath home, fast. Call today
reputable business firm modeled.
specifica
tions. Cali
bedroom
753-7330.
home.
Gar- with new
New plumb753-0919
in Murray, Ky. Good ing
wiring, plumSears 753.2310 for free
and insulation. Have age, central air, fenced bing,
Nine room house for
gas
financial rewards for
space
Two
ton
heater,
truck
.1966
estim
moved. Must sell! yard. $300 a month.
insulation and plastic sale at Lynn Grove. 2 Dodge
modest investment in
Call 753.1.192
S2,750. Call 376,2178 Call 502-695-1871.
extra large lots and
underneath. 2 bedrooms
time. call 753-8835 be•
between 9.00a.m
•PatscitmoNs *REM FRUIT DRINKS
and
anytime.
extra large storage
House for rent. 3 be
I FLOOR SANDING
upstairs unfinished
6:00p.m.
tween 9a m . 5p.m
•NOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
building. Must see to
2 baths, central Call Spann Realty
1975 Mobile home 12x65,
AND FINISHING
As- appreciate.
Phone 759- 51.
2 bedrooms. 2 baths, heat and air, Consider soc 753.7724.
*LEADING BRANDS Of COSMETICS
Trade
20 years experieace.
4702 for appointment.
furnished, central heat lease with option to buy.
•NOWSTIR °STOUT PRODUCTS
For Sale. a block
Shrilled floors our
and air, underpinning. By appointment only.
Over I/2 acre, brick
building 40 x 60 comFree faelvary•Freaoripsiessim Oty Units
$6500. Call after 5p.m. 753-6124.
home on 2 lots.
speciality.
mercial property. Has
IA.
753-7630.
Maplewood
Three bedroom house
Dr. 1 !:47
1964 Layton 16 ft.
DONAU
'yr gas heat, air compres- Very attractive
miles
east
off
94.
3
near
Ky.
good
Lake.
Com12x50 2
sor. 753 8085.
cemper. Sleeps four,
Certified Clinical Psychologist: Staff posiFLOOR CO.
sized bedrooms with
bedroom all electric pletely furnished,
For sale peaches and
stove, ice box.
bath, central heat ADM
tion to provide evaluation, testing and treat354-6127
mobile home. fur- washer - dryer included.
other fruits and nished
airconditioning. Range,
condition. Priced
ment of all age and diagnostic groups. Reswith excellent 753-8964 after. 5p.m.
vegetables. Flippen
refrigerator, dis
Deposit
required.
housetype
furniture.
pond to emergencies after hours and on
Hillbilly Barn N. 12th
hwasher, city water,
Energy efficient in ev• Three bedroom house in
Three bedroom,
K & K STUMP REMO
weekends. Provide consultation and educaSt. Behind Pizza Hut cry
attached garage, land
way. A great buy at Panorama Shores for
VAL. Do you need
2'/-2
bath,
Murray,
central
Ky.
scaped, good garden
tional programs. Perform other services
only $3800. plus free rent. No children, No
stumps
removed from
heat and air in
space. T.V. and C.B. lift V bottom Mirror spot rent for 1 year a pets. Deposit required.
and duties. Position located in Murray, Ky.
your yard or land
Want to Buy
tower, enclosed patio. craft. 1959 model 18hp
main residence
$420. savings. Call 753. 1250. monthly. 436-5663.
cleared of stumps? We
Much more must be Evinrude, Paris line
Want to buy a pickup 9829 after 5p.m_
plus six efficiency
:an remove stumps up
WINTER IN FT.
Minimum Qualifications: Masters degree in
seen to appreciate. boat trailer. 489-2688.
truck, cash buyers. Call
'o 24 inches below the
MYERS, FIA. Comapartments.
clinical psychology plus two years post
759-1328
502-436 2650 or J & S 28. Mobile
15ft
Challenger around, leaving only
pletely furnished 2 bedReasonable utility
masters experience. Certification by KenCafe Hwy 121 New
Three
bedroom
Runabout
house
with
80hp
1980
sawdust
and chips. Call
Nice 2 bedroom trailer room house, with pool,
costs and close to
has attached furnished Mariner outboard. for free estimates. Bob
Concord.
tucky Board of Psychology required for sucfor rent near Murray. golf course nearby.
apartment
Universi
.
Carpeted,
ty.
Heavy duty trailer with Kemp 435-4343 or Bob
ToAvailable January
No pets. 489-2611.
cessful completion of probationary period.
central gas heat, air mag wheels_ Canvas Kemp Jr 4354319.
day's bargain
Trailers for rent. See through March. Call
Must be able to administer and evaluate a
conditioned, TVA in- cover. Excellent condi18131-936-7188.
1611. garage door wood, Brandon Dill at
reduced
Licensed electrician for
to
$69,500.
Dill's
wide range of psychological evaluation insulation, large lot, tion. $3700. 753-9562.
all hardware. Bottom Trailer Court.
residential and corn
KOPPERUD
storage
building
Call
struments. Must live in the region served by
16ft.
Richline aluminum mercial. Heating and
panel damaged. Call
Two 2 bedroom fur
REALTY 753-1222.
753.3949.
boat. 18tip Johnson off• aircondition, gas in436,2289 after 5p.m.
the agency following appointment and may
nished or unfurnished Five car shop for sale or
Three bedroom brick. board motor. Real good stallation and repair.
Bridalure pinafore mobile homes.
be required to live in Calloway county.
New rent $250. 5Ip compres WORTH A SECOND Large lot very nice. condition. 1611. tilt Phone
753-7203.
styled wedding gown, furniture and
carpet, sor. 1 mile out of LOOK -If you have not Vacant, good location. trailer with 12in, wheels
made of peau de soie, air condition.
MITCHELL
seen a home yet that's Priced when shown. and real good tires.
Rent Murray,'753-3134.
Salary: Appointment range $13,092 to $14,988
All 3 BLACKTOPPING
overlayed in white 185.1150
Shady Oaks.
worth your time and 753-3942.
$750. Also reel to reel Commercial, Indust
per year depending upon experience and
organza and chantilly 753-5209.
money then it is time
Top condition, well tape recorder. $35. Real rial, Residential, also
training beyond minimum requirements.
lace, with matching
Two bedrooms 590. a For sale Holstein calf you saw this 4 bedroom, decorated, beautifully good condition. Call Sid
chantilly headdress
Patching and Seal
2 bath home, a family landscaped
month plus deposit. 1 about 400Ibs. 489-2373.
3 bedroom Jobs 436 2180.
with shoulder length
Coating. Phone 753 1537.
room the kids can live
Application Procedure: Interested persons
mile out of city limits. Horses
brick home. New ap- 18hp Evinrude motor
boarded. Pas- in.
veil. 492-8165.
Need work on your
A living room you pliances
Hwy 1215. Phone 753should submit their resumes to Donald
and approx. 1 runs good $150. Call trees?
ture $20. Stalls $30.
Deep freeze for sale. 5405 or 436 2876
Topping, prun
will really live in. We're
acre lot. Highway 121 436-583.5.
Limited space. 753-3010.
Brock, MSW, Program Director Muring, shaping, complete
Call 753-5292.
sure you will like what
North. Only $35,000. 6.5hp Evinrude
ray/Calloway Co. Mental Health Center, 702
removal and more. Call
out
you
see.
For
Used airconditioner for
a
grand
38. Pets-Supplies
KOPPERUD REALTY. board motor.
Topper for BOVER'S TREE
tour call 753.1492. Ow•
Main St. Murray, KY. 42071. Deadline for
sale: Hotpoint 17,000
753-1222.
long wheel base pickup. SERVICE for Pro
AKC Boston Terrier ner says he will not
BTU $175. Call 753.0346
application is: open until filled. Applications
puppies. Vet checked refuse any reasonable Two bedroom, frame S100. each. Call 753.8811 fessional tree care
Nun
previously received will be considered.
house, with large living after 5p.m.
753,8536
and wormed. Call 928. offer.
Werekoese
room, dining room and Nimrod
Equal Opportunity Employer.
42970r 928-7056.
Pop-Up camper
19in. Color Iv. and a set
Stoma Space
kitchen. Block and half $500. Is
in
good
shape
AKC
Lhasa
Apso
pups,
of men's golf clubs. Call
Opportiunity Ss
from University campus, 4-3.5-4152.
For Rent
AKC Cocker Spaniel
4374608.
wonderful neighbor
knocking. Trading
753-4758
pups. 901.648.5225 or
A large dinette table
hood. Price in middle
post on Cypress
901-648-5024.
and leaf with wood
20's. 1625 W
Olive
Springs has great
Need e woad opi.
AKC Registered 8 week
grain formica top and 6
Phone: 753.3741 or 527old male Boston Terrier
possibilities:
chairs. Hoover upright
3675
K ies? Local
puppy. 753-7438.
vacuum. 753.0309.
I. grocery
Beautiful clean fur
Two or 4 bedroom
✓eferences. CeN Ilegh
Couch makes into queen nished apartment. 2 A pair of Registered
2. bait & tackle
home, in beautiful
Outland. 759-1718 or
black
and
bedrooms,
tan
coon
living
dogs
room,
sleeper, coffee table
Panorama Shores on
3. boat & camper
753-1076.
and end tables. Call kitchen, washer-dryer, 6 months old. Call after
A new modern food processing pleat will soon
Blood River. Below
storage
5p.m. 759-4663.
759-1943 after 5p.m. dishwasher and air
market at $45.000. Exbegin operations in Murray, Kentucky. Applies.
Only
I
mile
conditioner
from
2
Call
Painting
Paperhanging
753- Full blooded ()Oberman
days.
isting at 8.5 percent.
flirts will be accepted for:
8298 Or 753.6194.
Commercial
busy boat docks.
DUDS. Red males and
Loan can be assumed.
G. E. refrigerator
•Accoonting Clerks - High School graduate Or
Call 1 ,247,0023 after AIR CONDITIONERS Residential Interior
Call us today 753freezer, steamer trunk. Brick duplex 400 S. 6th. females. $35. each. 435Exterior Farm
247-1459.
4506.
6p.m.
and appliances ser
equivalent with e minimum of 3 years experience
Good condition. $75
4000 or 489-2266.
viced. Freezers, Buildings. 25 years
each. 753.7887.
For rent. 1 or 2 bedroom
in either Cost Accounting and Payroll.
Motorcycles
40. Produce
Tremon
washers, dryers, and experience
G.E. refrigerator good apartment 414 S. 10th
•Eagineering Clerk - High School graduate er
refrigerators
All Farris 759 1987
Murray. 492.8225.
1976 Kawasaki KZ400
condition. $85. 437 4545.
Sweet corn, tomatoes
brands.
equivalent with experience in parts and inventory
7591322.
Refrigerati
on and Air
including windshield,
Sears Xicu. ft upright Furnished apartments, and other vegetables for
control. Also prefer experience in Preventive
luggage rack, sissy bar APPLIANCE Condition Service and
Near East
freezer like new WO. efficiency, 1 or 2 bed - sale
Repair. Central air
Kenmore,
SERVICE
•
and
crash
room.
bar.
Elementary
Shop
Also
sleeping
. 753 11848
Ruin
Call 753-3006.
e Scheduling.
manual tool kit and 2 Westinghouse, (spring special) com
•Office Clerks • High School graduate OF
Stereo, dresser, bed, rooms_ Zimmerman 41.
Public
helmets. $630. Call 762 Whirlpool. 20 years plete cleaning on air
Apts. S. 165h 753-6609.
mattress
and springt.
Kiley Hwy. 641 N.
erprivelent. Must po
experience. Parts and conditioners 436 5536.
good typing and clerical
6154.
HILLDALE APART
Call 753.9334.
Merrey, Ky.
skills and nighty to meet the public.
Shp tiller $150. 50 CC service Bobby Hopper Repair on all small
MENTS HARDIN, KY •
Ammemo
Bob's Appliance Ser engines Lawn mowers,
mmeawl
s6
motorcycle S250. after
Vacuum Cleaners
Now faking applications
•Socreteries - High School graduate or etwirnlent
vice 202 S. 5th St. tillers, and chain saws
6p.m. 409 2570
on site for Section I.
46. Homes
with 3.5 years secreterial experience. Mist
7 5 3
4 1 7 2
of any kind
1001 E.
rent subsidized apartATC 185 3-wheeler Call 753-81861 hornet
Glendale off 17th
pssssss excellent typing, shorthand gad office
St
BYOWNER
ments. 1, 2, & 3 be753,8367_
753,459
0.
3
bedroom,
fireplace.'
procedvre skills. Strong organizations' skills momdrooms. Apply Hilldale
Iliers., Fri., Sat., and
For
1960
sale
Honda
650
central air, low utilities,
We will sell you a used
Apartments, Hardin.
detery.
See. 7 e.w.-??? fenced yard, corner tot. Custom motorcycle
beling All Typlbs, IS
air conditioner or repair
Equal Housing
Good condition. 436 5103
*Reality Assume* Techeician
Rockers,
and
Excellent
desk
location
Experience in
yours. We also buy used
Opportunity.
Veal experience,
or 436-5830
air conditioners
feed processing timidity control.
Dill
chair, furniture, Gatesborough area.
Large furnished 1 bedweak gearairteed. Des
Realistically priced. Honda 750 fine condition
Electric 753 9104
Get en the vowed floor with a progressive Forroom apartment. Air
Weeps, bedspreads, $61,500. ASSUMAB
Merlon, 489-25110
extra clean. $825 Call
LE
Will clean out well and
condition and carpet.
tes* SOO Company.
pitchers, 38 end 357 753 6851.
376-2171 anytItne
et 345-2602.
build well houses Also
Walk to campus. S150 a
Apply from July 1-9, 1982 HOURS: 8:30 em.'
e weeseitiem CIS Brick home near camdo some plumbing Call
Month. 1527-3531, after
4.
1:00 p.m. end 2:004:00 p.m. at the Bureau for
49 2615.
leader, p•vider pus. Rent furnished
5p.m. 1,527,1912.
upstairs and garage
Appliance repair work Will do any type plumb
Manpower Services, 203 South 6th Street, Normeasere, easy misc. apartment
Nice 1 'bedroom fur
for
added
brands.
all
Specialize
in
ing installation or re
fished apartment. Lon
ray, "(entirety.
Nems. 1219 Peggy income Carpet, air and
Tappen. Call 753 5341 or pairs Can anyttme day
utilities. $125. 753 3949.
NO PHONE CALLS.
very nice $31,300. Can
Under New
As. Dr.
354 6956. Earl Lovett.
or nigna.. Experienced
Office apartment 104
1527-1912 after tip m.
Koalas Foods is a inenefecturing facility *4
Afghan driveways and All wor6 guaranteed
Maaapeseetn
Williams Ave. Deposit
parking
WAIT
DON'T
436 5855
FOR
lots
sealed
by
the Kreger Company. An Equal Employment Op.
required
753-1437 or
Estate
Hwy 121 South
SOLD SIGN See today
Sears. For free es
Will mow lots and do
753 7908 after 5p.m.
pertenity Employer.
tirnates call 753-2310
Two lots 1100 x 375 Exceptionally well-built
bushhogging. Call, ItO
Murray, Ky.
On. 1 bedroom fur H
o F
A
each) on Highway 641
1503
Baldwin Pianos and Dished, living room.
South, only short tlis, specifications.. Well Or
New Mal used mite
WIII sharpen hand saws
Allelea Senile to.
Organs. New Used,kitchen, bathroom $30.
from city. Com - immed lawn, trees, and
tonerdo Piano Co . deposit, $130 monthly. tance
and chain saws
parts batteries tiros
Amine
visyl
mercial or building site. located within logging
Paris, Tenn Next to 13 9251
753-1556
distance of MSU Owner
wheel covers Mite
City water available
tuba trio 'Hi.
Penney'S.
One bedroom furnished Also large corner lot to finance to qualified
Accessories.
Cell
Menaces
LII
El
Baldwin piano pecan apartment and also 2 1263 x 3111
buyer. It costs nothing
K OP
753-5500
talu 51-1111
finish. 1 years old like bedroom apartments PERUD REALTY
to phone for appoint
Free 2 black kittens 1
new Call 437491$
for rent Call 753.3530
men/ 753 1492
male 1 female 435-4244
751,1172.

D. Exterminating

Kolloy's Termite
& Post Control

•
•

$197.00
To
$1297.00
GOLD
SILVER

753-3317

U. Miscellaneous

SPECIAL

is Some might
pades. but two
• values seems

:lora to The Aces
iallas. Tessa 75225
I. stamped envelope

$397

13. Rooms

LERMAN'S
in downtown
Murray will be
open Monday
July 5th from
9:30 a.m. to
5:00 p.m.

Used

27.

nutes? Call
for an inmessage to
your day.
tape 759-

Home Sales

WALLIS DRUG

13. For Sale or

Campers

FOR SALE

3PPT,„_„
*t 16
remy

1, Dad,
kothers

52. Boats-Motors

14.

Home Rentals

M & G
lass CO has
line of Glass
ass. We in,
plass. We do
s and plate
cement Cut
tops and
epair storm
I windows
door repair
?men? work
Glass 816
Rd. Phone
i3•2798

TICE

lioning

and
on repairs
ical service.

dependable.

2271

PPY
hday
Don

Bruce
nnifer

FIRED
ATION
embers
r State
Ind Ex Farm
tacky,
12, at
ose of
ort and
f the
is mattion of
terrt in
es and

1. Craig
cretary
immismik

15. Articles for Sale

36. For Rent or Lease

37. Livestock-Supplies

30. Business Rentals

16. Home Furnishings

ROOF
PROBLEMS?

53. Services Offered

NEW JOB
OPPORTUNITIES WITH
REMAKE FOODS

32. Apts. For Rent

FI

C.

INC

Sale

GIGINTIC
5 FAMILY
YARD SALE

17.

Factory Sates
and Service
500 Maple St.
759-4801

Realtors

for Sale

Auto Services

KEY
AUTO PARTS

Li

43. Real

21 Musical

Si. Free Column
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Board members for center announced

Mrs. Kohr's
rites today

Newly-elected board State University, her
members for the Murray master's from Vanderbilt
Calloway County Mental University and her Ph. D.
Health Mer Lai Retarda- from Southern Illinois
Final rites fur Mrs.
tion Centel have been an- University. She is a
Edeltraut Kotir will be tomember of the Home
day at 1 p.m. in the nounced
They include Dianna Health Advisory Board,
chapel of Blalock Coleman Funeral Home. Harrison, 25, the Purchase Sub-Area
The Rev Benjamin daughter of Mr. and Mrs Health Council and the
Chamber of Commerce.
Luther will officiate.
Mrs. Susan Hart and
Pallbearers will be
husband Dr. William G.
James Hart, Jack Covey,
Max Bonner, Elmo Bonner. George Phillips and
Sherman Becker, active;
Mark Childs and Norman
Dyson, honorary.
Burial will follow in the
Barnett Cemetery.
Mrs. Kohl.. 61, Rt. 8,
died Thursday at 4:30
p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
She is survived by her
husband, Kenton E.
Kohr; daughter, Mrs.
James Crooks; son, KenDianna Harrison
neth J. Kohr; two grandchildren.
James D. Harrison of
Kirksey. She is a member
Susan Hart
of the Kirksey Church of
Christ, and has been a Hart, a Murray physisecretary in the Public cian, reside on Main
Relations Department of Street with their son,
The funeral for Clifford the Murray-Calloway Wesley, 4. Mrs. Hart is a
Rogers will be Sunday at County Hospital
since native of Louisville, and
2 p.m. in the chapel of March,
1977. A 1975 is an active member of
Max Churchill Funeral
graduate of Calloway Murray Civic Music
Home. The Rev. Mike LitAssociation, Medical
trell will officiate. Mrs. County High School, she Auxiliary and the
Oneida White' will be was also elected publicity
Humane Society.
chairman for the board.
organist and soloist.
Paul Mansfield and his
Mrs. Gary (Betty)
Burial will follow in
Brockway, a resident of wife, Anita, reside on the
Salem Cemetery.
Friends may call at the Murray for the past six L • Grove Hi hway.
funeral home after 1 p.m. years, is a native of Hope,
Ark., and holds two
today Saturday).
Mr. Rogers, 75, Fox
Meadows, died Thursday
at 11:55 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital.
He is survived by two
daughters, Mrs. Ike
Grogan and Mrs. Porter
Hutchens, one son, Joe F.
Rogers, two sisters, and
six grandchildren.

Rogers' rites
to be Sunday

Fertilizer slump
ATLANTA (AP) — A
slump in the fertilizer industry has reduced the
quantity of two chemicals
used to fight tooth decay
through fluoridation of
the water supplies of
about 4,700 cities, health
officials say.
The chemicals —
sodium silica fluoride and
hydrofluosilic acid — are
produced from byproducts of phosphate
fertilizers.

Sentence set

-AO

Betty Brockway
degrees from the University of Arkansas. Mrs.
Brockway has been on
the Community Theatre
board for two years and is
treasurer of the Kappa
Department of Murray
Woman's Club.
Dr. Marti Erwin,chairman of the Nursing
Department at Murray
State University, and her
husband, Jim, have one
child, Jaimy, 4. Dr. Er-

VALPARAISO, Ind.
(Al') — A 17-year-old
youth found living in a
hole he dug in the ground
to escape winter's wrath
has been sentenced to six
years in prison for
burglarizing homes to
find food.
Police in December
found James DeMass of
Kouts, who had escaped a
South Bend diagnostic
center, living in a small
trench he dug in a vacant
city lot. DeMass was
charged with two counts
of burglary stenuning
from break-ins at
Dr. Marti Erwin
numerous homes. He was
win
received her
allowed to plead guilty to
one complaint and was undergraduate degree in
nursing from Murray
sentenced June 29

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
need
1 Scttool of
2 High
mountain
wholes
4 Muss 04
3 Deface
4 Verve
poetry
9 Old pronoun 5 Fisherman
12 At.
6 Morning hrs
neighbor
7 Cover
13 FourGemstone
vitiated dud 9 Couple
14 Tiny
10 Chicken
11 Affirmative
15 Scatter
17 Air race
18 Urge on
matters
18 Sylvia**
19 African
number
20 Famous
wesichee
21 anon
uncle
22 Tranquillity
trona%
22 Sham pain 23 Perri*
25 Short sleep 24 Mickel
27 Perlorms
ambol
34 Actor
26 Summits
Welsch
28 101 Rom
32 Conoseelon 29 Sol
34 Jolson
30 Wading bird
36 klainlein on 325051w
ubmwigwe
Crete
34 Negellse
37 Greek MOW
38 Consistent
41 Corded sleet
42 Coati dmillere
43 $oda

Ammer a Setsnlay's Pisode
DOC LIDIC UAU
C1000 DOW MUD
MO UDC UCCICI
MOM COMM
OD DOM
IAMBI! COUNDOU
COU MUM CD
CUMUHUME MUD
MGM MD
UMUCIMU UDOCISI
NEMO DUU COO
UMEU UMU 0013
CIOU 131311 CID
35 Send forth
39 Compete a
40 Rarer
bronze
41 fluthensum
symbol
44 Pigpen
46 Word Mtn n
or
,uipum

Paul Mansfield
They are the parents of
two children, Greg, 25
and Dana, 21. Mansfield
is a member of the First
Baptist Church, and
operates the *est Side
Barber Shop. He also is
the immediate past president of the Murray Lions
Club, and is a former
member of the Murray
City Council as well as
the State Barber Board.
Albert Kelso and his
wife, Betty, reside at 806
Sunny Lane with their

Albert Kelso
sons Allen,9 and Bradley,
6. They attend the First
Presbyterian Church,
and Mr. Kelso is
employed at Larry Thurman's Body Shop.
Mrs. Michelle Shoaff
and her husband, Bill,
have resided on
Westwood Drive in Murray for the past three
years. Mrs. Shoaff
teache
-otir
‘,sn ntrtin ain
special
at
the

Western Illinois University and her Master's, both
in special education, at
MSU. Among her activities is the directorship
of Camp-MARC Many
Associations for Retarded Citizens. )
Also serving on the 15
member board are Molly
Booth, Keith Hays, Jim
Stickler, Jennie Huffman, Shirley Martin,
Paula Compton, Clara
Humphreys and Willis
Johnson
Resigning from the active board to DAR a posiMichelle Shoaff
tion on the advisory
Southwest Elementary board are Max Hurt,
School. She earned her Lowell Palmer and Ben
undergraduate degree at Humphrey.

Celebration scheduled
Since July 4th is on Sunday, this year's Independence Day Celebration at Cadiz will be on
the next day, July g, with
events from morning to
night at the Trigg County
Recreation Complex.
This year's activities
will be much the same as
1981 with one of the most
popular events scheduled
to kick off the celebration, the Old Timers Softball game. Other attractions include the Antique
Tractor Pull, 52 models
and under starting 10:00.
Other activities will include an over 60 "Beauty
Contest'' Miss Independence 1982.
Old Fashion Fiddlers
Square Dance, baseball
and softball tournaments
will begin in the morning
and stretch into late evening.
There will be Mini
Parade, Girls Dunk-ARoo, Bingo, Horse Shoe
Tournaments, Dart
Throwing, Cake Walk,
Egg Toss, Football Team
Lift-A-Thon, Husband &
Wife Calling Contest,
Beard Contest, Sack
Race, Wheel Barrow
Race, Three Legged
Race and Mud Wrestling.
There will be an Auction with very unusual
items. Prizes will be
given away every hour on
the hour. Country hams
and money will be given
away.
The organizers of the
Celebration said any

organization wishing to
have a booth during the
day should contact Terry
Lee McNichols, Trigg
County Farmers Bank,
522-6021. Booths will be
available by paying
810.00 fee.
Admission is free. Food
and Drinks, Pit Bar-BQue, Bur-goo, Ham &
Beans, Popcicles, etc.,
will be on sale.

e,

HEALTH

ket

Difficult problems to solve

Lawrence E. Lamb.M.D.
DR LAMB Your letter does point out City Station. New York. NY
have two problems The first several problems related to 10019
is persistent flatulence It gas First is that you also
DEAR DR LAMB - lam
has become an embarrass- have constipation. Every- 15 years old, female and
ing problem. especially body has some gas but it have a very embarrassing
since I work around people passes unnoticed in small problem Whenever I hold
I can relieve it at times with amounts We all swallow hands with someone they are
an antacid tablet but I hesi some air and there is no in shock because my hands
tate to take this continually
other way to eliminate it are always cold, particularThe other problem is entirely But if you have a ly my fingertips Could this
constipation, which I can spastic colon or constipation be from poor blood circulaonly relieve by eating six to the gas is trapped. resulting tion' My mother also gets
eight stewed prunes about in bloating, pain and release this frequenkly What can I
three days in a row If I eat of large amounts at one do about this'
All-Bran for roughage this time Correction of constipaDEAR READER - It is
causes flatulence
tion or spastic colon is not a sign of disease And it
doesn't mean your circalaI would appreciate important
So you tried bran That is tion is bad But skin temanything, especially in the
way of diet, you could a good idea but it does. perature is dependent upon
mention I am in my mid- increase gas formation par- the amount of blood flow
505, in excellent health. ticularly for the first three through it That may be
exercise regularly and eat a weeks If you can stick with completely unrelated to
'Weight-Watcher' type of it for three weeks the prob- blood flow through the muslem begins to abate
cles or deeper structures.
diet
Then you tell me you have Smoking will decrease blood
It is amazing how little
help young doctors can be been on a -Weight-Watcher- flow to the skin and drop
type diet. That probably skin temperature
with these problems
means lots of milk In your
Reflexes control skin
DEAR READER — And it age group you have a good blood flow And there isn't
is equally amazing how little chance of being intolerant to much you can do except
help older doctors can be lactose The undigested milk avoid cold exposure and
with the same problems sugar may cause colon holding a cold drink before
That is because they are dif- spasms and gas
you hold hands Hold a hot
ficult to solve Usually gas
I am sending you The drink if you get the chance.
comes from two sources -- Health Letter number 6-8. Of course, if you could
from swallowing air and fer- Controlling Gaseousness, to exercise or swing your arms
menting of incompletely give you some tips on diet. that would help, but you
digested foods As you get habits and bowel that may would look rather strange
older there appears to be help you Others who want swinging your arms around
less enzyme action available this issue can send 75 cents and around before holding
to break down food so it can with a long, stamped, self- hands with your boyfriend.
be absorbed The undigested addressed envelope for it to Ask instead that he warm
food is left in the intestinal me, in care of this newspa- them up for you by massagtract to ferment
per. P0. Box 1551. Radio ing them
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NEW OFFICERS
Newly-elected officers of the Calloway County Fire-Rescue Squad are (froth left,
kneeling) Eddie Stone, captain, treasurer and board of director; Paul Lyles, reporter and board of director;
(standing) Steve Ladd, senior captain; Dale Garland, assistant chief; Max Dowdy, chief; Bobby Stone, first
lieutenant; Bernard Steen, chief engineer and board of director; Chuck Betts, secretary; and Scott Barrow,
lieutenant and board of director.

Patiently listening is first order to Christian fellowship
Dietrich Bonhoeffer in
a little book "Life
Together" passionately
insists that the first order
that we owe to others in
the Christian Fellowship
consists in serious, sensitive listening to them.
He explains that love to
God starts with listening
as He speaks to us
through His Word. The incubation of love for the
brethren begins in patiently learning to listen
to them.
God not only showed
His love to us in Christ as
revealed through His
Word, but listens to us
when we cry to Him. So
we represent God when
we listen to our
brother.. We are doing
God's Work. Someone has
said that God gave us two
ears and one mouth, indicating that he expected
us to listen twice as much
as we talk. There's no
uestion but man times

listening can be a greater
Christian service than
talking.
So many people need an
ear that will listen. Someone who will listen to
their concerns on the
'feeling' level.. Someone
who will empathsize with
them,.. Someone who will
accept them just as they
are and as we are! But
too often we do not find it
among Christians! We
are too busy talking!
Bonhoeffer uses the
surgeon's knife on us as
he continues "But he who
can no longer listen to his
brother will soon be no
longer listening to God
either; He will be doing
nothing but prattle in the
presence of God, too. This
is the beginning of the
death of the spiritual life,
and in the end, there is
nothing left but spiritual
chatter and clerical condecension arrayed in
pious words." Wow! How

Too cool is
too costly

Bonhoeffer cuts! But it is an ear that presumes to
precisely to the point. If already know what the
we cannot learn to listen person shall say? Dare
long and patiently in our we ignore our brother by
offices, our homes, our impatience and inattenschools, yes,and even our tion? Dare we unintenchurches, how can we ex- tionally hurt our brother
pect God to listen to us? by inattention and then
Dare we listen with half pounce into the conversa-

Teresa Jones named
accounting winner
TERESA G. JONES,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Wayne Jones, has been
named a 1982 winner by
United States Achievement Academy in the
field of accounting. She
was nominated by Brenda C. Nix, teacher at
Calloway County High
School. She is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Reggie Jones and the late
Mr. and Mrs. Audie
13alentine.

You can save money by setting your air-conditioner
at 78 degrees or higher. For every degree below 78,
you'll pay 7 percent more in cooling costs.
You can also help your air-conditioner run more
efficiently by making sure the filter is clean, closing
draperies on the sunny side of the house, and doing
heat-producing chores (cooking, washing, _ironing,
etc.) during cooler parts of the day.
By following these tips, you'll keep cool and save
money, too
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tion as if all that went
before is prelude?
Is it possible that our
attitude toward our
brother quite likely
reflects our real relationship toward God? What a
privilege we all have to
listen with the ears of God
to our brothers and
sisters so that if and when
we speak we may be able
to share a word of love
and caring for God.
"Let him who has ears
to hear - let him listen!"
Let us listen as God
speaks to us in the silence
of this moment. Amen.

Low in cost but big in
coverage State Autos
Trip-Pak provides you with
needed Accident and
Baggage Insurance for
your vacation or other trips
Select the benefits you
want for the exact period of
time you will be gone
1rOM 110 180 days
Travel with protection
Call us about State Autos
Trip-Pak You'll find we re
friends you can depend on

PURDOM
THURMAN
INSURANCE
tourt Sq.
753-4451

WEST KENTUCKY RURAL
ELECTRIC COOP. CORP.
753-5012
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